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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor
The Inadequacies of the Press
All politician , whatever their other differences, have
one thing in common. They are all convinced that the
pres is irre pon ible and that it is out to do them in.
And, on both counts, they are right.
The political press in America does its job, on the
whole, quite badly, and in being so much less good than
it ought to be it does a continuing disservice to the
American people. (The term press is here used for convenience and is meant to take in radio and television as
well as newspapers and newsmagazines.) The generally
poisonous air of our politics owes much to the press and
its characteristic way of reporting what goes on in our
public life.
Part of the problem is ideological. The widely-reported study by Robert Lichter and Stanley Rothman of
the media elite (major reporters and executives at ABC,
CBS, and NBC news, Time and Newsweek, and the New
York Times and Washington Post) confirr11ed what everyone who pays attention to such things already knew: thE
men and women who give us the news are, as a group:
politically more liberal, morally more permissive, and
religiously more indifferent than the general public. All
of which means that the average citizen receives aversion of political reality created by people whose views
of the world are considerably at odds with his own.
How much difference this makes is a matter for debate. Defenders of the press argue that reporters' liberal
instincts do not necessarily translate into liberal bias in
handling of the news. It is true enough that most reporters want to be fair and do make more-or-less conscientious efforts not to allow their own preferences to
intrude into their professional performances. We have
fortunately got beyond the media mood of the Sixties
when for a time the pernicious idea spread that, perfect
objectivity being impossible, reporters should discard
timid ideals of balance and impartiality and engage
openly in "advocacy journalism. " Few reputable journalists ever succumbed to that heresy, and virtually none
would advance it today (at least not in public).
Yet there was an element of truth in the advocacy
heresy (as there is in most heresie ), and it bears on the
question of the relationship between what reporters personally believe and how they do their jobs. Perfect objectivity, whether in journali m or any other form of
intellectual activity, is beyond attainment, and even the
most scrupulous reporter will find it impos ible to keep
his reporting entirely untainted by hi ideological preferences.
April, 1983

The world of reality never comes through to us unmediated; "facts" acquire meaning only as they are
selected, arranged, and interpreted. That process of
taking on meaning is shaped for each of us by the distinctive worldviews we (explicitly or implicitly) live by,
and so it follows inescapably that, to some degree, liberal
reporters will produce liberal news. (This reality should
in no way weaken journalists' attachment to the ideal of
objectivity. We all know-or ought to know-that moral
perfection is beyond our reach; yet most of us do not
derive from that knowledge the conclusion that only the
feckless aspire to virtuous lives.)
Liberals inclined to minimize the significance of a
leftward inclination among members of the media elite
might test themselves on the point by asking how they
would react if the situation were reversed; if, in fact,
the world taken for granted by the nation's leading reporters and news executives tilted to the Right rather
than the Left. Having done so, they might be les likely
than they now are to dismiss conservative fears on the
subject as paranoid imaginings or instances of a knownothing inclination to "blame the messenger" for bad
news rather than confront the reality of the message
itself- as if journalistic "bad news" were not, at least in
part, an artifact constructed of the subjective interpretations of that presumably blameles message-bearer.
All that said, we would argue that ideology is not the
primary problem in the les -than-adequate job that the
press does in transmitting the new . America is plagu d
less by advocacy journalism than by adv rsary journalism. The pres has omehow acquir d the idea that it ·
proper stance over against government i one of oppo ition. Our political life is made to look wor than it i
not so much because journalists oppo e any one t ndency in government as becau e they have come to oppo ·
government in general. We ar the victim · of a hronica~ly-often mindlessly -anti-e tabli hm nt pre ·. It
hound Ronald Reagan mercile I , but it show d n
greater leniency toward Jimmy arter b f r him. ur
press function a an equal opportunity fi ·hwif .
Much of thi habit of mind i d pl r ot d in m rican hi tory. The populi t tradition with it · in ·tin tiv
mistru t of government and onv nti nal p liti
g
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Richard
n, it turn d out that , had a Pr id nt
who, whil c rtainly no fool, mo ta ur dl
Hi ucce ·or are till paying for i on
The pre play d a role-though a l
i_ nificant
one than it likes to imagine-in ferretin out th \'\ at rgate crime and it ha never reco ered from tho moments of glory. The mytholo
urrounding Wat rgat
till makes the subject imperviou to rational anal i
but it i long past time that it received di pa ionat inve tigation, especially with re pect to the part played
by the national media. (Lest there by any po ibility of
misunderstanding, we ha ten to affirm our unequivocal
conviction that Richard Nixon wa guilty of eriou
crime and that he and his co-conspirator got what they
deserved. Some of the legends of Watergate need revisionist attention, but on the central matter of the President's guilt the record stand unchallenged.)
The fact is that the press's record in Watergate was
most decidedly mixed. It helped get the bad guysthough they would have been got without the pressbut in the process it also engaged in some remarkably
bad, even disgraceful, journalistic exercises. A re-reading today of Woodward and Bernstein's All the President's Men reveals how much of the "investigative journalism" that surrounded Watergate turned out to be
irrelevant, misleading, or just plain wrong. That is
understandable; if journalism is "history on the run" it
will inevitably get itself entangled in even more dead
ends, misconstruings, and non-events than historians
do. But what must not be forgotten is that Watergate's
inaccurate or exaggerated reporting did serious, even
irreparable, damage to people's reputations. Those desiring instruction on the point should read Maurice
Stans' The Terrors of Justice, a cautionary account that
reminds us of the very thin line separating investigative
reporting from slander.
Richard Nixon's partisans persuaded themselves that
the press's excesses in Watergate stemmed from ideological antipathy, but by far the greater impetus came from
competitive frenzy. Watergate was the story of the decade, and once the Washington Post began uncovering
hidden information, the pressure on its competitors to
do likewise became intense, so intense that on certain
occasions where no scandal could be found, the appearance of scandal was made to do. (At times, the search
for scandal bordered on farce: one breathless report on
the CBS Evening News informed us, in tones appropriate to the uncovering, at the very lea t, of the Black
Sox scandal, that a flag pole and a gazebo located on the
President's Florida e tate had been in talled at taxpayers' ex pen e.)
As with advocacy journali m the worst extravagance~
of investigative r porting eem to b behind u . We till
get too much pointle s self-dramatization ( CBS
w
has lear-n ed ... ") and too uncritical an attitude toward
accusations of wrongdoing, but major m dia outlet
have learned better in rec nt years to temper their zeal
for uncovering hidden dirt with concern for context,
4
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audience
can hardly mi the meaning: no politician-certainly
no major politician-ev r quit mean what he ays or
ever doe anything except for elf- erving political
reasons.
We hold no illu ion concerning political behavior:
the temptation of power exi t and politicians need to
be kept on a short lea h. But if politicians are no better
than the rest of us, it is only a sentimental populism
which insists that they are immeasurably worse. We all,
politicians and non-politicians alike, act from mixed
motives, and political leaders should be credited with
neither more nor less good will and concern for the
common welfare than we attribute to those whose behavior we know best.
We often hear that if the press were to cease regarding
the actions of politicians with a cold and disbelieving
eye, then those in power, freed from vigilant oversight,
would be able to work their not-always-virtuous wills
without hindrance. There is some truth in this, and the
press does exercise a necessary watchdog function. But
those in the media often act as if we had no judicial system or no institutionalized political opposition. The
primary function of the press is to report and inform,
and if it gives opposition politicians the coverage they
deserve, we can assume that the job of keeping a careful
watch on those in power will not go unattended.
There is no precise way to measure the damage that
the prevailing negativism of the press does to political
comity in America, but we would guess that it is considerable. The art of governing in a democratic society
is a difficult exercise, grounded in ambiguity and uncertainty, inherently controversial. Given a citizenry
inclined to a lazy cynicism, the American press might
best erve the interests of the Republic by giving some
en e of the relentless and unappeasable pres ures under which democratic leaders operate. In tead it feed
a populi t elf-righteou ness and anti-politic animu
that reflect our political culture's l at attractive
qualitie .
Th pre ow u -and it elf-mor than that.

••
••
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The Curse of Technology in Dystopian Science Fiction

Renu Juneja
Th di tru t of i nc and technology is as old as
cience it If and perhap repre entative of the schism
C. P. now ha called two cultures. Predictably, then , the
earlie t voice of di tru t are raised within the humanistic literary tradition. From Marlowe's Faustus to Mary
Shelley' Frankenstein to amuel Butler's Erewhon, the
unlimited pur uit of scientific knowledge retains a
threatening dimension. Butler's satire, whatever else its
major preoccupation, is the first to articulate the concern that man' dependence on the machine may lead
to loss of control and reduce man himself to a helpless
mechanism.
Over this century, the concern over the dangers inherent in technological progress has grown stronger and
more widespread, and one expression of this concern is
the body of literature known as dystopian science fiction. The earliest twentieth-century writers to articulate
the anti-technological motifs (Forster, Orwell, and Huxley) belonged to the literary mainstream and only dabbled in science fiction. Of late, however, such concerns
have found a frequent home in the new wave science
fiction of the last four decades, to the distress of many
traditional writers and critics of science fiction, and,
paradoxically, have also won for it its recent academic
respectability.
Dystopian science fiction's pessimistic vision of a
technologically dominated society should not, however,
be dismissed as another expression of the scientific conservatism of mainstream literature. It is also a response
to the simplistic inadequacy of early science fiction and
its progenitor, the technological utopia. Early science
fiction has its roots in the spirit of Englightenment. It
elevates reason-Asimov called science fiction the only
literature of ideas and scientific thought-and retains
an unquestioning faith in the machine as an instrument
of progress. Thus, Arthur C. Clarke celebrates man's

Renu Juneja teaches English at Valparaiso University . She
received her B.A. and MA. degrees at the Univers£ty of Delhi
£n India and her Ph.D. at Pennsy lvania State Un£versity. Her
articles have appeared in a wide variety of professional journals, including Renai sance and Reformation, Comparative Drama, Illinoi Quarter! , The outh
ian Review, and eventeenth Century ew . Her review article,
"The Mythic Malgudi of ara an '.s Fiction ' appeared in the
Apn·t 1981 Cre et.
pril 1983

landing on the moon as an advent of the second Renaissance: "Out of the fears and miseries of the Second Dark
Age, drawing free ... from the shadows of Belsen and
Hiroshima, the world was moving towards its most
splendid sunrise." 1
To Asimov, Clarke, Heinleine, and other early masters of science fiction , science offers m_a n the possibility
of freeing himself from the realm of necessity, of transcending human limitation, of achieving the perfect society. Here nature is subjected to the power of man's
technology, harnessed and ordered as in Clarke's The
City and the Stars. Man's freedom from matter is heralded
in Heinleine's transcendent heroes , in Asimov's and
Clarke's super overminds (Childhood'.s End and A Space
Odyssey). Problems of humanity have technological solutions, and often the machine as an instrument of these
solutions usurps the place of man as a central character.
From the robots of Asimov to the benevolent computers
of Heinleine and Simak ( The Moon is a Harsh Mistress
and City), the machine deserves our admiration if not
veneration.

Challenging Easy Optimism
Dystopian science fiction challenge this optim1st1c
vision of continual progress and science triumphant. In
essence, it moves beyond a preoccupation with wonderful inventions and quick solutions to a concern with the
effects of technology on man . In his es ay on the poetics
of science fiction , Darko Suvin remark that " F ha
moved into the sphere of anthropological and cosmological thought, becoming a diagnosis, a warning, a call
to action, and-most important -a mapping of po ibl
alternative " ("Cognition and Estrangem nt," Foundation, No. 2, p. 11 ). Within scienc fiction , th dy topian
writers were the fir t to offer uch warning . In the
imaginative for shadowings, th writ r extrapolat
and exacerbate existing realitie to pr nt what Kingsley Amis ha aptly call d ew Maps of H ell ( . Y.: Harcourt Brace , 1960). The profound kepti i m , v n agnostici m , toward cienc o typical of th · work i n t
meant to be pre riptive, for m t oft n th d y t pian
writer aim to enhanc
, not proph y

s

Oystopian science fiction attempts to confront us with some very real anxieties about the
unchecked burgeoning of technology so that we may begin to look for possible safeguards.

doom. In their cautionary tale , they att mpt to confront
us with some very real anxietie about th unche ked
burgeoning of technology so that we may b gin to look
for possible safeguards.
ot all writers of dystopian fiction ucceed equally in
making the created world a disturbing metaphor of our
own, but to choose even among the be t i to exerci e
subjective preference. The four I select, taken together,
provide a full chronological sweep as also a varied amplification of some typical concerns: Forster's novella,
"The Machine Stops" (1909), first to establish the outlines of technological dystopias; its two famous successors, Zamiatin's We (1924) and Huxley's Brave New World
(1932); and the more recent American version of the
same theme, Vonnegut 's Play er Piano (1952). 2 Each
shares some common assumptions about the roles and
effects of technology. First of these is the recognition
that the scientific revolution has altered man's destiny
and that the new technologies call for a future very different from the past. Implicit in this assumption is the
awareness that man's relationship with the machine
affects economic, political, and social structures, and
even man's inner microcosm.
These works also assume that a utopian vision of a
perfect society underlies the reliance on technology
since technology assures the ways and means to achieve
a cerebralized progress of man. Despite the individual
variation in focus, each work postulates that the wellbeing of this future world requires strong direction
which can be undertaken only by a machine. The reliance on technology, thus, is carefully linked to a tendency towards totalitarianism, an authoritarian, hierarchical, monolithic state.
For instance, in "the Machine Stops," man has triumphed over labor and pain by creating a technological
haven under the surface of the earth. Nature has been
harnessed: "Night and day, wind and storm, tide and
earthquake impeded man no longer." Technology has
brought an easy and instantaneous gratification of physical needs: "There were buttons and switches everywhere-buttons to call for food, for music, for clothing.
There was the hot bath button .... There was the cold
bath button. There were buttons for producing literature."
In Forster's version, however, while the omnipresent,
over-seeing Machine makes possible a leisured existence devoted wholly to the pursuit of ideas, its capacity
to serve is indistinguishable from its capacity to control,
particularly when the Machine becomes the arbiter of
2

E. M. Forster. "The Machine top , " in The Eternal Mom ent and
Other Stories ( .Y. : Harcourt Brace Jovanovich . 19 56 ); Eu ene
Zamiatin. We ( .Y. : Dutton . 19 5 2 ); ldou Huxley. Brave
ew
World (N.Y.: Harper and Row . 1946 ); Kurt Vonnegut. Player Piano
( . Y. : Dell . 1981 ).
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cannot mak it do ur " ill n " ..
velop but not on our lin . Th
not to our goal . 0v rd p nd n
au
ry so
extreme that mankind will a pt a malfun tioning machine in favor of no ma hine. Th human ti u in the
latter day had b com o uh rvi nt that th y readily
adapted them elve to ev ry capric of th Machine. "
The novel that follow thi nov lla er at
imilar
scientific utopias. In We, people ather to ing litanies
in prai e of scientific progre . Man ha 'ham sed fire/
with machines and steel/ And fettered chao with law."
They declare that paradise has come again through the
Machine and the Cube, and they pride themselves on
their mathematically faultless happine . They have
unbent the wild curve, straightened it out to a tangent,
to a straight line. Their United State is this "straight
line, a great, divine, precise, wise line, the wisest of
lines!"

A Rationally Ordered Universe
The city's architecture reflects this veneration for the
order of geometry in its "impeccably straight streets, the
glistening glass of the pavement, the divine parallelepipeds of the transparent dwellings." In this rationally
ordered universe, moral problems are mathematical
problems, for the society has built "a system of scientific
ethics, that is, ethics based on adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing." The units of the state are not
people but numbers, and inevitably, the happiness of
the individual is scanted in favor of the general sum of
happiness.
·
For Zamiatin, then, the pursuit of universal happiness
achieved through the triumph of reason and technology
also involves a corresponding loss in freedom, a tangling of "hands and feet in the salutary net of happiness."
Despite the equality suggested by a multitude of uniform and uniformed Numbers, the society is hierarchical, not egalitarian. Order is maintained through rigid
control of the Well-Doer-described as a motionless ,
metallic figure-through his host of ever present spies
called the Guardians, whom the populace has been indoctrinated to accept as its saviors: "It is pleasant to feel
that somebody's penetrating eye is watching you from
behind your shoulder, lovingly guarding you from
making the most minute mistake." The Well-Doer'
cruelty is termed exalted love; its most apt expression
i the ritualistic execution of dissidents and finally e en
lobotomy of all the umbers. In moment of elf-doubt
The Cresset

In Brave New World and Player Piano, scientific planning and scientific control ensure the we/I-being
of the state. The new world achieves stability through propaganda, conditioning, and drugs.

D- 3, th incipi nt r b l i f re d to remind himself
that "Th
11-D r Th Machine, the Cube, the Giant
Ga B 11 [u d f r x ution ], the Guardian -all these
ar go d .... F r all thi pr rv our non-freedom,
that i our happin
In Brave ew World and Player Piano, scientific
plannin and ci ntifi control ensure the well-being of
th tat . The tability of th new world, for instance, is
achieved through propaganda, conditioning, and drugs.
As the Director of Hatcherie patiently explains to his
charge , children are electrically shocked into screaming at the ight of a ro eon the grounds of high economic policy. Primro es are gratuitous: "a love of nature
keep no factories busy.' Conditioning has abolished the
fear of death and drugs have abolished old age and
anxiety. A soma holiday is the easy cure for everything
unpleasant, and an easy distraction from inconvenient
behavior: "A gramme is better than a damn." Brave New
World, remarks Frank Herbert, "presents us with a society that might have been planned by a committee of
behavioral psychologists. In many ways it resembles
nothing more than Walden Two." 3
The world of Player Piano is equally free of hardship because "know-how and world law" have turned
"earth into an altogether pleasant and convenient place."
The machine has not only freed man from routine mental work, it also makes possible its smooth functioning.
The super computer, Epicac, will decide "for the coming years how many engineers and managers and research men and civil servants, and of what skills, would
be needed in order to deliver the goods."
Once again, these writers focus on the high price
which must be paid for this technologically engineered
happiness. Huxley is the first to suggest and Vonnegut
first to fully demonstrate the falsity of the belief that
automation will free people from the drudgery of repetitive labor. In Brave New World, people are still required
to perform seven-and-a-half hours of labor because excessive leisure produces boredom and soma holidays,
not happiness. In Player Piano, the workers have
been freed only to join the army of Reeks and Wrecks,
benevolently employed by the state to execute meaningless tasks like filling potholes on roads no longer in
use. For the housewife, too, the liberation is onerous
because it makes her superfluous. Wanda, on display as
the average housewife, sheepish! y confesses to her visitors that she prefers a non-functioning ultrasonic washer because washing clothes in the tub gives her "something to do. "
The e books also diagnose the mechani tic model as
deliberately static. The very conviction that a perfect
3

Frank H rbert. " ience Fiction and a \ orld ri i . " in Reginald
Bretnor. ed ..
ience Fiction, Today and Tomorro w ( . Y . · Harper
and Row . 1974 ). p. 72 .
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society has been achieved leads to a machine-like rigidity which will not tolerate any change, any deviation
from the existing order. Brave New World has outlawed
everything that could lead to instability, including art
and science. As Mustapha Mond explains to the Savage,
"we don't want to change. Every change is a menace to
stability .... Every discovery in pure science is potentially subversive." With great irony, Huxley suggests
that after a point technology becomes retrogressive, destructive even of itself.

Replacing Democracy With !lierarchy
Both novels assume that a technological civilization
means excessive control for a few and loss of control for
many. Freedom is the first casualty of efficiency and
democracy is replaced by the hierarchy of the I. Q., as
rigid a hierarchy as you can get, for as a character in
Player Piano asks, "How's somebody going to up his
I. Q. ?" In each novel, society is dominated by an elite
minority-the Alphas of Brave New World and the technocrats and managers of Player Piano. Even wor e,
technology devalues man and makes permissible a new
kind of slavery. It makes possible, for instance, the monstrous creation of the stunted, moronic, dehumanized
Epsilons or the cruel and malevolent conditioning of
children through electric shocks in Brave New World.
Physical gratification apart, such people have very
few choices. In Player Piano, all worker get a security package but little freedom in spending. Thirty dollars is the tiny atom of economy under an average worker's control. When efficiency is the byword, man uffers
in comparison with the machine, and mu t logically be
replaced by the machine. The reb l in Player Piano
realize that people have no choice but to become ward
of their machines. The role b tween ma ter and rvant have become reversed. Wherea machin
were
meant to be slaves of mankind, it i man who i now enslaved because "anybody that compete with lave be-

th lim-

xpo e th
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To dramatize the philosophical implications of man's subservience to technology, the dystopian
writers show the machine or those who control through the machine taking over the function of God.

public official the Shah in i t on calling th citiz n
of thi world lave . When bein hown th
onder of
technology in the average home h a k the hou , if ,
"why she has to do everything o quickl -thi in a matter of seconds, that in a matter of cond . What i it h
i in such a hurry to get at? What i it he ha to do, that
she mustn't waste any time on the e thing ?" Before accepting the offer of free technology to modernize hi
little kingdom, the Shah wants Epicac to answer one
question: "What are people for?" -a question at the very
root of a dystopian writer's distrust of technology.
To dramatize the philosophical implications of man's
subservience to technology, the dystopian writers show
the machine or those who control through the machine
taking over the function of God. In essence, the mechanistic man does not so much discard religion as he
creates a new one. In "The Machine Stops," the Book of
the Machine has replaced the Bible as a source of all
comfort and support. "In it were instructions against
every possible contingency. If she was hot or cold or
dyspeptic or at a loss for a word, she went to the book."
The Book becomes a mystical object of devotion and
calls forth its own religious rituals: "thrice she kissed it,
thrice inclined her head, thrice she felt the delirium of
acquiescence."
Even as the people believe that the advance of science
has caused the abolition of religion-there "is no such
thing as religion left" -they have transferred their urge
to worship to the Machine. "You are beginning to worship the Machine," Kuno accuses his mother. Very soon,
the Machine takes over the attributes of God: "The Machine feeds us and clothes us and houses us, through it
we speak to one another, through it we see one another,
in it we have our being. The Machine is a friend of ideas
and the enemy of superstition: The Machine is omnipotent, eternal; blessed is the Machine." To the Machine
"darkness and light are one."
The dystopian writers intuit very precisely that
"science meets the specifications for a deity more than
any other single thing in our current cultural cosmos."4
Our efficient Ford comes to substitute for Our Lord in
Brave New World, and although the rulers may claim
that "God isn't compatible with machinery and scientific medicine and universal happiness," this universal
happiness is predicated on institutionalized rites of
transcendence like the orgy porgy rituals and Solidarity
Services. Similarly, in We and Player Piano the impulse to worship is channeled to the Well-Doer and
Epicac, the computer. The Well-Doer, as 'a ymbol of
the super human power," is a distorted analogue for the
4

Theodore Sturgeon. ' ience Fiction. Morals. and Religion." in Br tnor. Science Fiction, Today and Tomorrow, p. 99. S e al o Mary
Weink.auf. "The God Motif in D topian
ience Fiction ," Foundation. o. 1 (March . 1972). 25-29 .
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Enacting Ceremonies of Devotion
When the Brahmin of Player Piano ath r y arly
for their retr at, they to , in h mn to pro r
and
enact ceremoni of devotion. Th p ple hav been
taught to regard Epicac a th
r ate t individual in
hi tory; "the wi e t man that had v r lived wa to Epicac XIV a a worm to the wi e t man." The ceremonial
trapping may be lacking, but a the bah correctly surmises, this society ha elevated the machine to a God.
And for him the worship of thi false god i no different
from the ignorant and super titious adoration of little
mud and straw figures practiced by an infidel tribe in
his land. Thus, in each of these work , the omnipotent,
omnipresent, and omniscient machines or God-like rulers relying on the machines are offered as satiric perversions of the Judeo-Christian God.
If the machine takes over the power and attributes of
God, it also has the power to stamp man in its image. If
the chief characteristics of the machine are symmetry
and efficiency, then the citizenry of such a society will
also come to celebrate the precisely machine-like automaton. We see this suggested in the immobile lumps of
flesh who people Forster's story as also in the mechanically reproduced identical twins of Brave New World.
Lack of motion is prized in "The Machine Stops" and
lack of change in Brave New World. Huxley's novel extends the preference for physical fixity to a worship of a
fixed personality: "characters remain constant throughout a life time."
The dehumanization caused by such values becomes
even more explicit in We, where people are identified
by numbers not names. Man and machine merge into
one another. To D-503, when his workers move rhythmically like "the levers of an enormous machine ... All
seemed one: humanized machine and the mechanized
human." To strive for perfection is to achieve this mechanical harmony. "Every morning, with six-wheeled
precision, at the same hour, at the same minute, we wake
up, millions of us at once ... millions like one, we begin
our work, and millions like one we finish it. United into
a ingle body with a million hands, at the very same
second ... we carry the spoon to our mouths.'
metronome, not a human heart, ticks within thes men.
the
ending of the novel ugge ts th perfection ha been
achieved at the acrifice of everything that make man
The Cresset

The dystopian writer's concern for the individual, his belief that individual lives cannot and
should not be aggregated, separates him most clearly from traditional science fiction.

human: hi individuality hi ima ination , his very
oul. 'M hani m hav no fan y."
Th d t pian writ r' cone rn for the individual, his
b li f that indi idual live cannot/should not be aggregat d,
parat
him mo t clearly from traditional
science fiction. Th dy topian recognize that stability
and efficiency ar b t en ured through standard men
and women. ' in ty ix identical twins working ninety
six identical machines" are a necessary foundation for
the community tability, and identity sought by the
new world. ince no offense is so heinous as unorthodoxy of behavior, the brave new world exiles all those
who have "got too self-consciously individual ... who've
got independent ideas of their own" -a punishment
similar to the Homelessness imposed on the rebellious
in "The Machine Stops." A devotee of the machine culture in Forster's story looks forward joyously to a generation absolutely colorless, a generation "seraphically
free/From the taint of personality." D-503 of We, who
has well learned his lesson that the perfect state celebrates all over one, the sum over the individual, is horrified at his awakening sense of the self: "To feel oneself, to be conscious of one's personality, is the lot of an
eye inflamed."
So, too, must the engineers conform in Player
Piano if they are to remain in the inner sanctum of
power. The bright young men of Illium wear identical
crewcuts and identical clothes; the have-nots living in
Homestead are grouped, classified, and assigned numbers according to trade and occupation. For the engineers, the ritual of belonging demands a deliberate suspension of individual personality: "The crowd had
miraculously become a sort of homogenized pudding.
It was impossible to tell where one ego left off and the
next began." Vonnegut offers a frightening symbol of
this dispossession in Luke Lubbock, a man so disinherited from a genuine sense of an individual existence
that he must don carnival costumes to precariously capture a sense of personality. Vonnegut describes Luke in
between costumes :
Luke had somehow shrunk and saddened and was knobbed and
scarred and scrawny. He was subdued now. talking not at all. and
meeting no one's eyes. Almost desperately. hungrily . he ripped open
the brown parcel and took from it a pale blue uniform. encrusted
with gold embroidery and black boots , and the jacket with its ponderous epaulets . Luke was growing again. getting his color back ....

Luke's haunted role-playing is a searing image of the
individual struggling to maintain his integrity and
sense of self.
The psyche once molded by technology in turn affects the flesh. For one, a rigidly homogenou ociety i
unlikely to tolerate physical diversity. For another, a
carefully engineered sociological determini m may exApril 1983

tend to a similarly imposed biological determinism.
That is, a society in preferring a biological norm may
transform that preference into destiny or deliberately
seek biological determinism through genetic engineering. Either process is predicated on attitudes that no
longer cherish the uniqueness of individuals.

Reducing People to Inert Flesh
In Forster's novella, the push-button technology devalues physical labor, gradually reducing people to
toothless, hairless, inert flesh. Forster's dystopia suggests
that flabby muscle is a likely concomitant of an obsessive
pursuit of ideas. Naturally, then, Kuno's rebellion
against the machine is also an effort to rediscover his
body. He wills himself to walk until he discovers his
sense of space. "'Near is a place to which I can get quickly on my feet, not a place to which the train or air-ship
will take me quickly .... Man is the measure. Man's feet
are the measure of distance, his hands the measure of
ownership, his body the measure of all that is lovable,
desirable, and strong.'" Kuno's muscular body and
hairy lip are deemed atavistic, and "on atavism the Machine can have no mercy."
Evidently, then, the perpetuation of "desired" types
is not merely an indirect cause of dependence on the
machine; it is actively pursued through biological selection. Since it is a demerit to be muscular, each infant is
examined at birth and all who promise undue strength
are destroyed. Kuno's request for fatherhood is denied
because "his was not a type the Machine desires to hand
on." D-503, in We, is ashamed of his hands because they
are covered with hair (he calls it a stupid atavism), and
he looks forward to the day when science will make
everyone look alike.
In the meanwhile, the process is hastened through
institutionalizing of physical norms. 0-90, for instance,
cannot have the children she wants because he i "approximately ten centimeters shorter than the required
Maternal Norm." In Play er Piano, thi circular
process of social norms affecting and aff cted by biology
becomes a catch-22 which mock claim of ju tice and
equality. The hierarchy of the IQ when accompani d
by social intolerance ensures a do ed ociety; th havenots are permanently doom d to remain the hav -not .
The famous Hatchery and Conditioning nter of Brave
New World imposes the mo t rigid kind of bi 1 i al
determinism. Through gen ti manipulation, bi 1
becomes th ine capable o ial d tin . The ma -produced embryos are predestined to b om th futur
Alphas, Beta , Gamma , or Ep ilon . Hu 1 ' world
take the next logical t p a w 11-it ondition p opl
to like th ir ocial de tiny.
o chained and ca ed, human b in ar al for d

In the conditioned and regimented dystopian world, the mechanistic technology demands a repression
of instinct and emotion, and thereby completely transforms familial and sexual relationships.

to deny the wild man within, yet anoth r lo ical outcome of the deification of cientific lo ic. In all th
works, the mechani tic technology demand a repr sion of instinct and emotion, and thereby complet 1
transforms familial and exual relation hip . People no
longer touch each other in Forster' world· ph ical contact is considered barbaric. Since most human intercourse takes place through the Machine and the Machine does not transmit nuances of expression, the range
of emotions is forever limited. With fine irony For ter
records that the Machine "gave only a general idea of
people," ignoring "the imponderable bloom," the distinctive essence of each human. In so doing, the Machine has blurred all human relationships. It has, for
instance, divorced sex from love, reducing love to a carnal act. It has divorced parent from child by dictating,
in the name of efficiency and freedom, that the duties
of parents cease at the moment of birth. In discouraging
all human emotion, including curiosity, it has created a
terror of direct experience and a cult of second-hand
ideas, which, paradoxically, undermine the very survival of such a civilization.

Technology Thins the Blood
The impact of a technological culture which is product not process oriented effects a similar thinning of
"blood" in We. A Number may obtain a license to use
any other Number as a sexual product; "the rest is only
a matter of technique." A logic-oriented world demands
that there cannot be "love just so," but only "love because of." The reasons for this distrust of emotion are
most clearly articulated by the World Controller in
Brave New World. Strong passion feeds unorthodox behavior. The new world's Violent Passion Surrogate
treatment, a complete physiological equivalent of fear
and rage, is designed precisely to exorcise the demons
within. One piece of hypnopaedic wisdom drilled into
infants runs "when the individual feels the society
reels." Here, too, sex and love have been separated; the
rulers frown at intense and long drawn out relationships. Since babies are decanted from bottles, mother
and father are not only ob olete conceptions, they have,
Huxley declares in a ma terful ironic stroke, become
dirty words. Not even death has the power to evoke an
emotional response. There is no mystery and fear to
death when conditioning tours of the wards of dying
undertaken in early childhood have indelibly associated
death with fun and games and palates numbed with
chocolate.
When emotions are tamed, art is denuded of power
and glory. "How was it," wonders D-503, "that the ancients did not notice the utter absurdity of their prose
and poetry?" He concludes with pride that just as we
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are where they re oing and " h th r oing there."
When cience tri to curtail th pm r of th irrational ,
it forget that "som of th
r at t proph t were as
crazy as bed bugs."
These works oppo e th rational with the irrational
and the mechanical with the natural. They ee the triumph of one based on the de truction of the other.
orthrop Frye writes that the utopian writer usually
chooses between the arcadian and urban myths of paradise-the garden and the city. 5 For the dystopian writer, the highly organized and repre sive city has become
a hellish nightmare. Hence, he opposes it with the freer,
instinctive natural world. Typically, it is not enough
that nature be tamed; it must also be rejected. The city
deliberately walls out, both physically and psychologically, the natural world of birds, beasts, and trees.
In "The Machine Stops," people dislike seeing "the
horrible brown earth, the sea, and the stars." The Machine, in fact, has perpetuated the lie that the upper air
is poisonous to man, and that travel outside, even with
respirators, is contrary to the spirit of the age. So separated is this world from nature that even its vocabulary
for natural phenomena has atrophied. No one remembers the name of the white stuff that covers the mountains. If called upon to travel in air-ships, people avoid
skylights and windows (the air-ships had been built
when the desire to look directly at things still lingered
in the world). Or they shut out the view with metal
blinds because even when seen from a distance the natural world only produces discomfort for the civilized
and the refined. The "unnaturalness" of such attitudes
is most clearly dramatized for us when a conventionally
pretty scene, described in richly poetic language, generates an unexpected emotional response. The air-ship
cabin Vashti travels in has a defective blind.
So when Vashti found her cabin invaded by a rosy finger of light.
she was annoyed. and tried to adjust the blind . But the blind flew up
altogether. and she saw through the skylight small pink clouds . swaying against a background of blue, and as the sun crept higher. its
orthrop Frye. "Varietie of Literary topias." in Utopias and Utopian Thought (Bo ton : Beacon Pres . 1965-66 ). p. 34. e al o Alexandra Aldridge. "Myths of Origin and Destiny in topian Literature :
Zamiatin's We ." Extrapolations, ol. 19 . o. 1 (Dec. 1977 ). 68-7 5.
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Huxley and Vonnegut agree that limitless technological advance threatens spontaneous and creative
modes of behavior, but neither sees a return to a primitive norm as either desirable or possible.

f di ta te and f ar marks the civnature in both We and Brave New
wall k ps the debris of nature outit , i olatin th "machine-like perfect world
from th irrational, ugly world of trees, birds, and
bea t ." o one ha tepp d beyond the Green Wall for
two hundr d year , ay D-503. When he does so, he experience , initially, profound di comfort accompanied
by a en e of trangulation. Civilization is sterilization
for the Brave ew World; con equently, nature is associated with disease and decadence. These people-who
pride themselves on having moved beyond mere slavish
imitation of nature-separate themselves from the natural, in this case also the primitive, by electrified fences,
"geometrical symbols of triumphant human progress."

Apostasy as Longing for Nature
As is to be expected, the first sign of apostasy within
all those rebelling against mechanical perfection is a
nostalgic longing for or rediscovery of nature's beauty.
When Kuno escapes outside without an egression permit, the rolling hills of Wessex, with their rippling, pulsating turf, call to him as they had called with "incalculable force to men in the past." Early in his rebellion,
D-503, who had so cherished clarity and unambiguity,
comes to love the fog. Bernard Marx, during his tenous
revolt in Huxley's novel, prefers hovering over the turbulent Atlantic or walking in the Lake District to playing, as he is expected to do, Centrifugal Bumble Puppy
or Electromagnetic Golf. The Savage, who had come so
eagerly to sample the civilization, chooses as his hermitage an old lighthouse on the crest of a hill. Paul Proteus ,
in Player Piano, buys an unmechanized farm house.
This house of rough rafters without true angles, a house
so comfortably twisted and stretched in its foundations
that it seemed like a sleeping dog, is an appropriate retreat of a fallen engineer.
The degree to which a "cultural primitivism" is held
up as a norm also determines the solutions the particular work offers. 6 Thus, "The Machine Stops" and We
advocate a total denial of the machine for a return to the
primitive, the natural, even the savage. Forster's story
ends with the total destruction of the mechanical civilization. But the negative ending is balanced by the hope
that those on the surface of the earth have learned their
lesson: no one will start the Machine again, tomorrow.

The death is a rebirth. Vashti and Kuno have rediscovered passion and love - "their hearts were opened."
Because they can touch and talk without the Machine,
Kuno can believe, "we have come back to our own. We
die, but we have recaptured life, as it was in Wessex,
when Aelfrid overthrew the Danes." In the last sentence
of the novella, a vision of "scraps of the untainted sky"
negates the preceding image of the "nations of the dead."
Although the hope of rebirth offered by We is much
more precarious, it is still predicated on a total denial
of technology for a return to a primitive life. The rebels
are captured, killed, or lobotomized, but people still
survive beyond the Green Wall. More importantly,
those outside have chosen to regress back to the primitive: "None of them had clothes on, and their bodies
were covered with short, glistening hair." They want to
destroy the glass wall so that "the green wind may blow
over the earth, from end to end." They seek to replace
the perfect order of the city with a chaotic, tangled wilderness, the rationality with deliberate irrationality:
"We must become insane as soon as possible."
There is one moment in the novel, however, which
suggests that Zamiatin does not see such regression as
a practical alternative. 1-330, at one point, speaks of
uniting the civilized and the savage, of uniting the two
halves to make man complete again. We may infer that
the dystopian writer's call for a retreat to nature is what
Robert Philmus terms a compensatory gesture, not an
end in itself. That is, what Frye has said about the utopias of More and Plato may also apply to the dy topias
of Forster and Zamia tin: "The ideal state is not a future
ideal but a hypothetical one, an informing power and
not a goal of action." 7
In Brave New World and Player Piano th re pon e
is far more uncertain. While both novels ace pt the
premise that limitle s technological advanc thr aten
those modes of behavior that are emotional , spontaneous, and creative, yet neither e a return to a primitive norm as either desirable or possible. In Brave New
World as in We, the culture of the city and th avagery
of the Reservation remain two extreme . Yet, f r Huxley, both are in need of amelioration. The avag i i k
because he has eaten civilization but h d e not e
the Reservation a a haven to return to.
Huxl y d scribes it, the Reservation i a thorou hl y di agr abl
place, with disea e, ignorance, uper titian and abov
all, filth: "A dead dog wa lying on a rub bi h h ap· a
woman with a goiter wa lookin for li e in th hair of
a mall girl."
Both extreme ar one-dim n ional a fault Huxl y
him elf acknowledge in hi r tro p tiv f r word.
7

6

Gorman Beauchamp. "Cultural Primitivism a orm in the Dystopian
ovel." Extrapolations. Vol. 19 . o. 1 (Dec. 1977 ). 86-96 .
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orth rop Frye. p. 36 ; Robert Philmu .. Into the Un/mown The Evolu tion of ie nce Fiction from Francis Godu:in to If
H-'ell. ( Berkeley : niv . of al ifornia Pr . 1970 ). p 158 .
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"Th mo t eriou defect in th
i offered only two alternative an in ane lif in topia
or the life of a primitive Indian illag , a life mor human in ome re pects, but in other hardl 1 qu r
and abnormal." The Savage's ma ochi tic elf-flagellation is no answer to the physical elf-indul ence of th
civilized world. As Gorman B auchamp ugge t , if
there is hope, it lies only in this-no amount of conditioning can wipe out curiosity, individuality, and independence. The islands of exiled Alpha are a permanent testimony to human obduracy and desire for freedom.

Thrown from the Stern
\ at r o I ar and
r n rippl aft r blu
What ha th old quid in
To do with y u?
Th flabb j 11 fi h \ ith it
Float in th infinit in th
a i a profound con
Slime and hine
omehow mu t t tog th r.

Revolution Against the Technocrats
In Player Piano, the revolution against the technocrats has a limited success. But even as the Renaissance comes to upstate New York, where the two greatest wonders of the world are rediscovered- "the human
mind and hand" -people are already scavenging for
machine parts. The implication is that twentieth-century man cannot and will not live without his machines.
The utopia the rebels want to create (specifically termed
so in the novel) is as untenable as the utopia of technology. To Vonnegut, the arcadian solution is naive
because it denies contemporary reality, the complicated
technology and sociology of the present-day world.
Once again, the hope resides in our conviction that
the failure of one group of rebels, one Ghost Shirt Society, is not the end. "Nothing ever is, nothing ever will
be" the end, says one member of the rebel group. The
master mind of this revolution, Lasher, in his defeat
toasts "all good Indians ... past, present, and future."
The last image of the novel is of the rebels marching
forward gaily, undefeated in spirit; and the last words
of the novel are "forward march."
Having located the trouble, dystopians like Huxley
and Vonnegut offer no solutions. The recognition itself
is a step towards a solution. And if the dystopian sciencefiction writers succeed in fostering such recognition,
the discontinuity between technology and humanistic
values may be bridged and man no longer need to rise
up in modern Luddite rebellions. In many ways, as Ben
Bova writes, science fiction, because it is a merging of
science and fiction (reason and emotion), is the most
likely vehicle for helping us bridge this gap ("The Role
of Science Fiction" in Bretnor's Sci"ence Fiction, Today
and Tomorrow, p. 7 ). At its best, science fiction deserves
the accolade the not-too-sober hero of a Vonnegut short
story, "God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater," delivers at a
convention of science-fiction writers.
I love you sons of bitches. You 're all I read anymore. You 're the only
ones who'll talk about the really terrific changes going on .... You're
the only ones with guts to really care about the future . who really
notice what machine do to us . You are the only one to agonize ...
over the fact that we are right now determining whether the space
voyage for the next billion years or o is going to Heaven or to Hell .
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beach i a dangerou zone
Where way meet way.)
The white gull wheel and earch,
Drop from great height to find
A pulpy carrot peel
And an orange rind.
Coarse fisherman, man of transient sorrows.
Black bruises after blue.
Weeping into your Pepsi
Tears in the baithouse.
What has Jesus Christ to do with you?
Lucy Ryegate

The Match Stick
You say all grows towards a flashI say all falls to resurrection.

As the wrist wrapped taut releases blood,
the moth candle-caught flares monarchial
and the crushed grape bursts wine scarlet leaves stiffen already with last rigor.
"And we, brittle with power"
break, struck with the shock of death,
and as we flash, struck through ourselves,
we match in our incendiary blaze
the quality of our wooden days,
struck through and smoldering,
charred.
I wish to die daily
and learn from my burning
whose hand strikes my sulphur to a ghost,
whose hand carves
with my incised moment
a crim on coal.
Erin McClatchey

The Cresset
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Thomas Merton and My Aunt Emma
A Remembrance

J. T. Ledbetter
The evening mi t ro e above the iron trees on the
Kentucky "knob ," humped like knuckles on the horizon, and the monk blended in the shadows of the crows
circling above the iron trees.
It wasn't California, where I live, or, for that matter,
Southern Illinois, where I was spending a good part of
my sabbatical in 1981. But I was somewhere I had known
since I first read Thomas Merton's autobiography, Seven
Storey Mountain, thirty years ago. Even then I sensed,
rather than saw, the trees deep in autumn tangle where
his hermitage sat on the rounded hill, or knob, as they
are called in this part of Kentucky. I imagined I heard
the chant winding its way from chapel to the fields
where the monks hoed the gardens or cut trees or spread
manure on the bottoms.
It was all here: the monastary rising fortress-like out
of the sudden hill, the white-robed monks going their
silent ways, lost in that spectral space of time that is not
time yet has direction, is sure; is, as Merton said,
the real capital of the country in which we are living. This is the
center of all the vitality that is in America. This is the cause and
reason why the nation is holding together. (Seven Storey Mountain ,
p. 325.)

The drive from Southern Illinois took but a day, with
a stop at St. Meinrad's Benedictine Monastary in Indiana. Then off on the winding roads through the Kentucky distilleries where the musk hangs heavy over the
countryside and where people talk in soft accents and
invite you to stop and rest a spell. Finally to the Abbey
of Gethsemani where Merton lived and wrote for
twenty-seven years; where he found that peace he was
looking for, about which he could say with such conviction:
It is clear to me that solitude is my vocation, not as a flight from the
world, but as my place in the world , because for me to find solitude

J. T. Ledbetter teaches English at California Lutheran College. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Nebraska.
His poems and critical articles have appeared in The Cresset
and a number of other journals. His collection of poems,
Plum Creek Odyssey, was published by The Cresset in
1975.
Apn'l, 1983

is only to separate myself from all the forces that destroy me and
destroy history, in order to be united with the Life and Peace that
build the City of God in history and rescue the children of God from
Hell. ( The Sign of Jonas, pp. 257-58.)

Now I had found it, if only for the ·day, hours even.
And as my wife and I sat in the choir loft in the Abbey
church during Vespers and listened to the monks chant
the office, closing with the Salve Regina, thought was
all but impossible, indeed out of place, with that beautiful Gregorian chant winding among the candles, drifting outdoors into the wonderfully calm autumn evening
of October. This was where Merton arrived after frenetic years in England and in New York City where he became
the complete twentiet h-century man. I now belonged to the world in
which I lived. I became a true citizen of my own disgusting ce ntury :
the century of poison gas and atomic bombs. A man living on the
doorsill of the Apocalypse. a man with veins full of poison , living in
death . Baudelaire could truly address me. then , reader: " Hypocrite
lecteur, mon semblable, mon frere ... " (Seven Storey Mountain,
p. 85. )

Merton, theologian, poet, essayist, human being: here
is where it all came together for him as he entered the
novitiate at age twenty-six, finding that rare peace he
so longed for. And I marvel at his breadth of thought,
his ideas, old, but fresh, with his keen insight brought
to bear on them. His studies of St. There a and St. John
of the Cross; his journals of the secular as well as the
religious life; his hopes for the world in the turbulent
Sixties when he became involved in civil right even
though he seldom left the monastary; hi in ight into
the need for us all to really believe and under tand that
we are brothers and sister through hi tudie and explications of Zen texts and other ea tern my tical writings.
All this ran through my mind a I tood in the choir
loft watching and li tening. Then it wa over. Long
lines of white-robes filed silently out of the church into
their enclosure where each find God in il nee, in
work, and in penance ; each monk pra ing form though
he did not know I tood th re in the balcony wond rin
about him; each monk knowing the "orld n d hi
prayer o terribly; a h monk giving him elf in hi
prayer life to a hungry world.
But the night ended d p in the
ld K ntucky
Home valley , and it wa tim to turn ba k to th place
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Jimmy Swaggert was preaching on the ..pretty" as my father likes to call the television. "He sweats
real good, don't he?" ran through my mind, but I was not about to speak th t way to my Aunt Emma.

of my birth in the wind- wept, pig-ra a d land of
outh rn Illinoi where the light from di tant farm
twinkle like hard and brittle stars in the autumn and
winter nights. Back to th , armth of the home t ad to
the kitchen of my unt Emma who baked appl cobbl r
and listened to Jimmy Swaggert preach on tele i ion.
The contrast from Kentucky hill country to outh rn
Illinois timber and gullies was not great; the ame pie
crispness was in the air, and the accents were imilar
enough. They were obvious to anyone. But there wa
my Aunt Emma baking and listening to the TV preacher. I stood inside the doorway still lost in reverie and the
words of Merton as he thought about hi conversion:
I think that . like most other converts , I faced the problem of the
"religiousness" and came to terms with it. God was not for me a
working hypothesis , to fill in gaps left open by a cientific world
view. Nor was He a God enthroned somewhere in outer space. or
did I ever feel any particular "need" for superficial religious routines merely to keep myself happy . I would even say that. like most
modern men. I have not been much moved by the concept of "getting into heaven" after muddling through this present life. On the
contrary . my conversion to Catholicism began with the realization
of the presence of God in this present life. in the world and in myself. and that my task as Christian is to live in full and vital awarenes of this ground of my being and of the world's being.
Acts and forms of worship help one to do this . and th e Church.
with her liturgy and sacraments. gives us the essential means of
grace. Yet God can work without these means if He so wills. When
I entered the Church I came seeking God . the living God , and not
just "the consolations of religion." And I can say that even in the
monastary I have been able to put up with the " religiou ness" that
is sometimes more an obstacle than a help . ( Conjectures of a Guilty
Bystander, p. 320 .)

And Aunt Emma turned to me and said "Have you
eaten?" How to answer that. How could I tell her I had
been to Merton's monastary? How convey that sense of
otherworldliness, that ethereal atmosphere, the Gregorian chant winding among the barren trees? "Have you
eaten yet? Want some apple cobbler?" That seemed to
break the spell. My Aunt Emma's cobbler is ... well,
you will just have to take my word for it. It is superb. It
is possibly the best apple cobbler ever made by human
hands. I watched greedily (I had hoped for aesthetically)
as she carved a large piece from the warm pan, the apple
juices dripping onto the firm, sweet crust that made you
feel like maybe it was all going to be too much to bear.
During the second piece she asked me if I was saved.
"You bet!" I replied, and at the same moment wondered
if Merton would have replied like that if asked by his
Father Abbot. "Yes," I offered, a little more solemnly.
Jimmy was pr~aching on the "pretty" as my father likes
to call the television. "He weats real good, don't he?"
ran through my mind, but I was not about to peak that
way in front of my Aunt Emma. She liked Jimmy Swaggert and would have been hurt by such a r mark. So I
sipped my hot coffee and ort of craped and rescraped
my plate for those juicy-sweet cobbl r crumbs, and a
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ur e,
r money.
unt Emma turn d to me
. D n 't ou f l ju t like
ou want to i
ha
to h lp?"
That wa a jolt.
? ' Th thought
wa terrifying. I h ard Thoma
erton a ing th ame
words a he left the world o that h mi ht truly b gin
to liv .
The idea of sacrifice wa not foreign to m . I give
money to church. After all Im a "profe ional" Christian. I teach in a church chool. How many time have
I consoled my elf with the thought that what I give in
church is more than a fair amount becau e everyone
knows how poorly church chool teachers are paid, and
my service in the cla sroom more than makes up for
what I give.
"Are you reading your Bible?" Her question caught
me off guard. Again I was hearing Merton asking his
novices if they had read the Bible today, or the Church
Fathers, Augustine, or maybe Bernard ...
The rain continued to fall, steadily, quietly. The
fields were lost in a gauzy mist that rose and fell in the
sudden gusts of wind that drove against the barn where
the young bulls watched with round, unblinking eyes.
I thought about mentioning Augustine, Luther,
Kierkegaard, Sittler, but didn't. Not out of some wrongheaded idea that my Aunt wouldn't have known about
them, but rather from the look of quiet peace in her eyes.
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There comes that moment of glad grace when all your Sunday School lessons suddenly come
home, come together in that deep-felt assurance and you just know, that's all; you just know.

f autumn in th K ntucky hills
day w r the same colors
and av my life roots. The
rt n p urin over hi text of the desert
und h
in th entl concern of my Aunt
h fing r d a p cial place in the gospels. I
d th m a
of Merton, in his journals,
hi pa ionat pl a for under tanding among people,
and in hi tru l for olitude and peace within the
hierarchy of th
atholi church; and my love of Christ
un xpect dly r w a w Ii tened, on that rainy day, to
Jimmy waggert on tel vi ion, as he played the piano
and p r pired, and walked with the microphone. He
didn't wear a white cowl, but he knew the One of Whom
he poke. And my Aunt Emma placed her hand on her
old Bible and miled at me as if to say "Now he's right,
isn't he." And of course, he was.
I'm not talking about the image you saw on TV, or
whether he wore a white robe or wing-tips, whether he
awoke at 3 :15 in the morning to pray the office and had
to break the ice in the holy water fonts, or whether he
boarded his private jet to arrive yesterday at another
assembly of thirsty people waiting to hear the word of
God from the lips of one who has struggled, worked out
his or her own private penance and who has some idea
of a religious life and now strives to tell, share, convince
that God is closer than you can possibly imagine, and
that that knowledge is the greatest gift we will ever have.
And I knew Merton believed that; that he would
listen to Jimmy Swaggert (if he had a television, which
he did not) and understand that to assume that your
way is the only way is to make of yourself a pharisee who
believed only what they believed and whose
Th

d

d

holiness was sin. The test of their sin was this : when Truth came to
them as a Person, not as an abstraction . they rejected Him . The abstraction they clung to was then no more than a fiction because it
had in it nothing of Him Whom they had decided to kill. ( Th e Sign
of Jonas, p. 291. )

We listened to the rain and drank coffee while I told
her of Thomas Merton and urged her to read Seven
Storey Mountain and, yes, The Sign of Jonas, and others,
and she listened with that quizzical look in her eyes and
asked if I was coming to the Baptist church with them
because she and Uncle Luther were to take care of the
booth for the little ones that Halloween Night and help
them hit Froggy with beanbags.
"Froggy ?" I kept saying the word over and over in
my mind, trying to make it fit into something, some
place where I could see it for what it really meant. Why
hit Froggy with a beanbag? Why listen to Jimmy Swaggert on TV? Why drive those long hours to that grey
monastary and listen to the monks chant the hours as
the Kentucky sun settled behind the wooded knobs as
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the sky became slate, then rose, and finally deep, deep
black with the stars etched against them? Why sit here
in this country house where no one thinks much about
Catholics or Merton or the Gregorian chant?
But in the questions was the answer: because He is
there: in the slanting rain against the steaming windows where a serious, pious woman bakes the best cobblers in the world, and in the far-off hollows where
Thomas Merton lived and worked, and where he insisted
You pray and suffer and hang on and give things up and hope and
sweat. and th e varying contours of th e stru ggle ·work out th e shape
of your liberty. (N ew S eeds of Contemplation, p . 2 56 .)

And He is in the curving shores of California where
the sea lions rise in the mists off Pigeon Point or off
Malibu, and where the traffic threatens to stifle the
spirit, that all but drowns out the voice within, the sure,
unmistakable voice of Him Who is in our hearts no
matter where we are; no matter if we watch his messengers on television or find them in books from a Cistercian monk in Kentucky. None of it matters in that special moment, that moment of glad grace when all your
Sunday School lessons suddenly and forcefully come
home, come together in that deep-felt assurance (that
comes so rarely) and you just know, that's all: you just
know.
And so the long drive back to California, away from
that haunted land of my birth, away from that Vespered
world of Merton, into the rain blowing over Kansas and
Illinois; and I remembered my Aunt leaning against
the window, loving the sound of the rain , and Merton ,
speaking from the small , cinder-block h ermitage he
finally lived in the last three years:
I ca me up h ere fro m th e mo nastery last nig ht. slos hing th rough th e
cornfie ld . said Ves pers. a nd put so me oatmeal o n th e o lem a n tov
for supper. It boiled over whil e I was li ste ning to the rain a nd toa ting a piece of bread a t th e log fire. Th e nig ht became very dark . Th e
ra in surround ed th e wh ole cabin with its eno r mou vi rgin a l myth . a
wh ole world of meaning . of secrecy. of sile nce. o f rumor . . . . Wh a t
a thing it is to sit absolute ly a lo ne . in the fo re t at night. c hcri hcd
by thi s wo nde rful. unintellig ible . p rfectly innoc ·nt . sp
h . the
most comforting speech in th e world . th talk that rain mak s by
itself a ll over th e ridges. . . . s lo ng a it talk s l am g ing to Ii t ·n .
( Mo nica Furl o ng . Merton. p . 283. )

And I heard Thomas Merton and m y unt mma at
once ... maybe enjoying an anecdote about th w ath r
. .. maybe something about th goodn
of appl c bbler or the face of God in th unri , and the
u n h a ka ble ce rtai nty . the I ar and imm diate knowl dg· that
heaven was rig ht in front of me. truck m lik • a thunderb It and
went th roug h me lik a fl a h of lightning and
m d to lift m cl an
u p ffth e arth .( The ecular f ournalo/ThomasJ/ prton, pp 76-77 )
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The Formation of Faith in Christian Initiation
A Disputation

Thomas A. Droege

Ther e are far-reaching consequence in the change
that have already been made and are currently being
proposed in the rites of Christian initiation . The mo t
extensive renewal in these rites has taken place in the
Roman Catholic Church as a result of pecific directive
from the Second Vatican Council for such reform. The
following rites have undergone extensive revision: Baptism for Children (1969), Confirmation (1971), and Christian Initiation of Adults (1972).1
For two reasons, the rite which has received the greatest attention is the Christian Initiation of Adults. First,
the rite reaches its culmination in the celebration of the
paschal feast and is closely tied to efforts at making the
Easter vigil the primary liturgical event of the church
year. Second, the rite emphasizes the unitary nature of
the sacraments of initiation: baptism-confirmationcommunion, all celebrated in sequence at the paschal
feast.
In this essay I wish to place under particular scrutiny
the emphasis on the unitary nature of Christian Initiation, an emphasis that has become axiomatic for liturgical scholars. My thesis is that the unitary nature of
Christian initiation as the normative practice in the
early church should not preclude or denigrate the practices of infant baptism and confirmation as presently
practiced by most of the mainline churches of Christendom. I will attempt to show that some of the current
literature on Christian initiation does cast aspersions on
both infant baptism and confirmation-though the attacks on infant baptism are more subdued-and I will
argue that it is possible to affirm the values of a renewed
emphasis on the unitary nature of Christian Initiation
while retaining the implicit developmental schema that
is implied by the traditional separation of the rites of
baptism and confirmation. Central to my analysis and
critique will be an understanding of the formation of
faith, which determines to a large degree what is deemed
appropriate for rites of Christian initiation.
The renewed interest in Christian initiation is a vital

Thomas A. Droege is Professor of Theology at Valparaiso
University. He received his MDi"v. from Concordia Sem£nary, St. Louis, in 1956 and his Ph.D. from the University of
Chicago in 1965. His article, "The Church and the Ministry
of Healing, " appeared £n the November, 1982 Cresset.
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cone rn for th chur h . hri ti an
born as th title of on
hri tian
initiation indicat . R nt
made it
abundant! clear that in th
hri tian
initiation wa at th
ry nt
hur h ' liturgy
from the Lenten c cl throu h P nt o t b ginning
with a Lenten catech tical trainin on th m aning of
bapti m and climaxin in a rit f initiation at the paschal celebration which includ d bapti m confirmation ,
and eucharist, and concludin with po t-baptismal
catchesis.
The western church did not maintain the integrity of
Christian initiation, and the ritual elements outlined
above were divided into di tinct acramental moments
separated by intervals of time, e.g. baptism of infants
and confirmation of adolescent . This fact is generally
bemoaned by most historico-liturgical commentators
who argue against separation of rites of initiation that
essentially belong together. A brief review of the history
of Christian initiation will provide the background for
a discussion of what rite/s of Christian initiation ought
to be normative for the church today.
I
The basic initiatory structure in the New Testament
included three elements: proclamation of the gospel,
baptism, and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. The
normal response of those who heard the gospel was expected to be conversion to faith, a change in identity
and commitment that would from that time on mark the
person as a Christian. The conversion experience
reached its climax in a baptism which initiated the person into full membership in the Christian community
and contained the continuing promise of the forgiveness
of sin.
A number of different patterns of initiatory ritualization emerged in early Christian liturgies. Robert Grant
has shown that the history of Christian initiation reveals
"multiple choices in manifold situations" rather than a
straight-line development, progress, or evolution:
"What one sees is not progress but change, brought
about as the church responded to various kinds of occa1 Th e

Rites of the Catholic Church, as Revised by Decree of th e cond
Vatican Ecumenical Council and Published by Authority of Pope
Paul VI, trans . The International Commission on Engli h in th e
Liturgy ( ew York : Pueblo Publishing Co .. 1976 ).
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It is the full and undivided rite of Christian initiation as practiced in the early
church that many scholars and liturgists regard as normative for the church today.

1.

n ."2

, ill limit

ur hi tori al revi w to the det rn hur h ince it i here that
ol d into a equential

r tim .
p tolic Tradition (c. 215) of Hippolytus, associat d v ith th
r k- p aking church of Rome, and
On Bapti m ( . 200) of T rtullian, as ociated with the
Latin- p akin
bur h of Carthage, provide us with a
rath r l ar pi ture of th rit of Chri tian initiation in
th
arl third c ntury of th we tern church. Aidan
Kavana h id ntifi
ix basic elements in the structure
of initiation of th e document : 1) instruction preparatory to bapti m, ometimes la ting for two years and
reaching it climax in the Lenten cycle prior to the initiation at the Ea ter Vigil, 2) anointing with oil in a rite
of exorci m 3) water bath by triple immersion in the
name of the Trinity, 4) anointing with chrism (Tertullian) or oil of thanksgiving (Hippolytus), 5) a handlaying by the bishop with a prayer invoking the Holy
Spirit, joined by Hippolytus with a final anointing on
the forehead with consecrated oil as a "sealing" (consignation ), 6) eucharist. 3
This is the full rite of Christian initiation as practiced
in the early church which many authors, including
Kavanagh, regard as normative for the church today.
The departure of the western church from this norm
through the gradual development of separate rites for
confirmation and first communion is generally deplored. For example, Kavanagh states: "In the gradual
disruption of the synthesis in its postbaptismal parts can
be traced the evolution of peculiarly Roman difficulties
with its own initiatory polity." 4 The bias against change
from the original pattern of initiation is obvious, and it
is precisely this bias that I wish to bring under scrutiny.
It is particularly the development of confirmation as the
"sacrament of maturity" which is regarded by critics as
unfortunate not only because it has become separated
both chronologically and theologically from its rootage
in baptism, but also because it has in many congregations replaced baptism as the rite of central importance
in Christian initiation.
The history of the development of confirmation as a
separate sacrament conveying the gift of the Spirit is
somewhat clouded. It is not obvious that there is anything like our contemporary rite of confirmation in the
early structure of Christian initiation. In a single, unitary rite of initiation the candidate received the gifts of
the remission of sins and the blessings of the Holy Spirit.
2

Robert Grant . "Development of th e Christian Catechumenate."
Made, ot Born, ed. The Murphy Center for Liturgical Research
( otre Dame : University of otre Dame Press. 1976 ). p . 32 .

3

Aidan Kavanagh. The Shape of Baptism : The Rite of Christian Initiation, ( ew York : Pueblo Publishing Co .. 1978 ). p . 46 .

4

lbid. , p. 53.
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It is a violation of the essential unity of the rite to say
that something different is being done with the "sealing" than is being done with the water bath. The purpose of the rite was to initiate the person into full membership in the Christian community. The parts of the
rite form an indivisible whole in relation to that single
purpose.
The roots of what has become a separable rite of confirmation can be traced back to the twin practices of the
laying on of hands and anointing with oil, two ritual
acts which are linked to the gift of the Spirit. First, the
laying on of hands. There is evidence one can cite from
the New Testament which would suggest an operation
of the Holy Spirit through the laying on of hands that
is separate from baptism. In Acts 8:14-17 we are told
that Peter and John went to Samaria to lay hands on
some believers who "had only been baptized." With the
laying on of hands they received the Holy Spirit. St.
Paul baptizes them in the name of the Lord Jesus. "And
when Paul had laid his hands upon them the Holy
Spirit came on them." 5
Anointing with oil was also considered as a medium
of the Spirit's coming in the earliest initiatory rites and
it eventually replaced the imposition of hands a the
essential ritual action in confirmation as practiced in
both West and East. However one distinguishes between
the importance of handlaying and anointing a the
means by which the Holy Spirit is mediated, it is a general consensus among scholars that it would be a mi take
to drive a wedge between the function of the water bath
and handlaying/anointing in the earliest rite of initiation, especially if the Holy pirit i said to come only
through the latter.
What prompted the separation of th handlaying/
anointing (consignation) from the water bath in what
was originally a unitary ritual? The rea on mo t oft n
mentioned by historians is the deci ion mad by Rome
that only bishops should be granted th authority f
consignation. By the fifth century the practic of consignation by the bishop was firmly e tabli hed , a i evident from the following letter of Innocent I (416):
Concerning th e co nsignation of infant . it i clear that thi shou ld
not be done by any but the bishop . For pr byter . alth ugh th y
are priest . have not attained th highe l rank of the pontifical ·. The
rig ht of bishops a lo ne to cal and to d liv r the pirit. th Para let .

5

o

car ullm ann notes how the arly church built it pra ti • on th ·
same differe ntiation: "W • a c rtain from ct that at a c rtain moment the primitive hurch f It th nc ·d of adding to th · xt rnal a l
of immer ion another parti ular act pecially cone rn d with th·
Holy pirit : the laying on of hand . It appear th n that two ·xternal
acts c rre p nd to the two ffect f Bapt1 m th bath lo th forgive ne of in and the laying on of hand t th gift of th · I Joly
pirit. Bapti m might thu have run th dang ·r of falling apart int
two different sacram nt . " Baptism in the Sew Testament. tran .
J.K. Rid ( London ·
Pr . J< 50 ). p 11
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A case can be made that confirmation became normative practice in the church because it meets a
need for a sacrament of maturity in the process of Christian initiation that infant b ptism cannot meet.

i proved not onl) b) the cu tom of th e hur h . but al o b) that
readi n~ in the A t of th
po tie · which tell how Peter and John
were directed to deliver the II · to pc pie who w r already baptized .6

Roman in i tence that onl th bi h p ould d th
consignation may explain the ori in of onfirmation,
but I do not believe that it would ha e urvived a a
eparable rite from bapti m in the proce of Chri tian
initiation if it had not been for the concurrent ri e of th
practice of infant baptism between the third and ixth
centurie . ritual event may originate to olve an institutional dilemma , i.e., the n ed to ha e the bi hop
present.
ritual event survive becau e it meet ba ic
human needs. I think a case can be made that conf irmation became and ought to remain normative practice in
the church because it meets a developmental need for
a sacrament of maturity in the process of Christian initiation that cannot be met in infant baptism. This would
suggest that it was no historical accident that confirmation and infant baptism became established practices
during the same historical era.
It was the emergence of infant baptism, and not the
development of confirmation, that was primarily responsible for the dissolution of the unitary rite of Christian initiation in the Western church. Though historical scholars point out that the unitary rite, including
the communing of infants, was maintained in the early
church after infant baptism had become common practice, it is obvious that many valued elements of that rite
were lost in the process. Conversion, the dominant experience of the rite, was gone; indeed, there was no
experience or memory of the event that was possible.
The catechumenate, as training for a complete change
of lifestyle, was eliminated. Later first communion was
delayed until the child could make a proper confession.
All of these elements-preparatory catechesis, conversion experience, memory, participation in the eucharist-are highly visible and prized in the current literature on the adult rite of Christian initiation. If the
adult rite is to be valued for adding the elements lost
in infant baptism and restoring the unitary nature of
early Christian initiation, then the lowering of the age
of baptism to infancy was the occasion for its dissolution.
The problem is infant baptism, not confirmation. The
solution is to make the adult rite normative and discourage the practice of infant baptism. Only Aidan
Kavanagh has been willing to argue this position
through to its logical conclusion.
Before turning to the question of whether adult initiation ought to b normative for the practice of th
church, I would like to make ome pa ing comment
on the historical proce s, of which we know very little,

thr u rh whi h th
ti n I aut n m , in th
fir t u d t th
111 il
that

comin th foundati n f th m
firmation. Rabanu
aura ( .
credit for dev loping th m di
mation, tate that nfirmati n brin
pirit with all the fulln es of an tit
power. " Thoma · quina u
th am
plenitude, arguing that confirmation con i t m an
augmentation of that embryonic impul toward growth
in Chri tian life be towed in bapti m. . . . quinas argues that the power given by bapti mal character corresponds to spiritual childhood while the character of
confirmation pertains to piritual maturity." 9
The chief contribution of the R former to the functional autonomy of confirmation was to conceive of it
as a climax to a post-baptismal catechumenate. Leonel
Mitchell notes that by the ixteenth century the catechumenate had totally disappeared even in the mission
fields where thousands of adults were baptized. Erasmus proposed a post-baptismal catechumenate for adolescent boys during the season of Lent. It was Luther
who developed the most effective form of post-baptismal catechesis. His Small and Large Catechisms are
used for confirmation instruction to this day in Lutheran congregations. The Reformation practice of a postbaptismal catechumenate and confirmation as a rite to
mark its completion firmly established a developmental
initiatory structure as normal, if not normative, Christian practice.
In the seventeenth century the Pietists, led by Phillip
Spener, objected to the heavy intellectualist orthodoxy
of Lutheranism and put their emphasis on inwardness
and spiritual intensity. As Daniel Stevick has said, "To
the Pietists confirmation seemed to be an unexploited
pastoral opportunity, and, accordingly, they adopted
it as a rite of conversion. Within their conversion theology, the Pietists emphasized confirmation as a solemn
vow." 10 This brings us full circle in the sense that the
emphasis on a conversion experience, and a catechetical
training which will facilitate it, is strong among those
who wish to make a program of adult initiation norma7

Dom Gregory Dix . Th e Th eology of Confirmation in Relation to
Baptism ( Philad e lphia : ~ estminste r-Dacre Pre ss. 194 6). p. 21.
athan Mitchell. Made, ot Born, p. 5 6.

9

6 Leone l Mitchell. Baptismal Anointing( London : PCK. 1966 ). p . 96 .
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Christian initiation began as a unitary rite of adult initiation. In time a developmental pattern
of initiation emerged as a parallel process that almost completely overshadowed the adult rite.

tiv f r th

hur h today.

II
Hi tori all , hri tian 1mtiation began as a unitary
rite of adult initiation. In time a developmental pattern
of initiation emerged a a parallel process that almost
completely over hadowed the adult rite. Which of these
pattern hould be normative for the practice of the
church toda ? It wa the Anglicans who took the lead in
providing fir t-rate liturgical and theological scholarship in th contemporary search for what is normative
among the practices of Christian initiation. Already in
1946 Gregory Dix rai ed the question about the normative nature of infant baptism: "The Church can very
well afford infant Baptism, even as the practice in the
vast majority of cases provided that it is never allowed to
be thought of as normal, that it is regarded always as an
abnormality, wholly incomplete by itself and absolutely
needing completion by the gift of the Spirit and the conscious response of faith for the full living of the Christian 'eternal life' in time." 11
There is currently a renewed emphasis in Roman
Catholicism on the normative nature of adult initiation.
Kavanagh, who is the strongest spokesman for this point
of view, would certainly not agree with Dix that baptism, including infant baptism, needs the gift of the
Spirit to make it complete. However, he does share with
Dix the conviction that infant baptism is not normal
and that experience of conversion is important for the
process of Christian initiation. Since that point of view
is shared by many others and has such broad ramifications for the life of the church, I want to examine Kavanagh's position with some care.
Kavanagh finds in the liturgical reforms implemented
by the Second Vatican Council an emphasis on adult
initiation as normative. He states that in the Council
"the norm of baptism was stated to be that of solemn
initiation done at the paschal vigil and preceded by a
catechumenate of serious content and some duration.
The requirements suggest that the subject of initiation
be an adult: indeed the conciliar emphasis is on the
adult nature of the norm of Christian initiation, deriving as it does from the New Testament teaching on conversion."12
Kavanagh is here clearly guilty of overstatement. Nowhere does the Council state, or even imply for that
matter, that the subject of initiation be an adult. However, the Second Vatican Council did prescribe the revision of the rite of baptism of adults and decreed that
ll

the catechumenate for adults should be restored. In
observation of these decrees, the Congregation for Divine Worship prepared a new rite for the Christian
initiation of adults, which was approved by Pope Paul
VI in 1972. The reason for the new rite was not because
of dissatisfaction with infant baptism as normal practice
in western Christendom, but to revitalize contemporary
missionary work where the candidates for initiation are
likely to be adults.
The new Roman rite for adult initiation is an impressive document worthy of the highest praise. It is not
only liturgical scholarship at its best, but it also meets a
pressing need in our increasingly secular and even
pagan environment for a structure of initiation which
will facilitate the conversion of adults into the fellowship of the church. The point at issue is not whether we
need an adult rite of initiation with a renewal of the
catechumenate-we do-but whether that rite is to be
normative for the process of initiation. Kavanagh's
position becomes crystal clear in the following comment
on the Rite of Initiation of Adults:
The document's purpose is less to g-ive liturgical recipes than to shift
the Church's initiatory po lity from one conventional norm center ingon infant baptism to th e more traditional norm centering- on adu lts.
Nowhere does th e document say this in so many words . If this is not
the case. howeve r . then the do~u ment not only makes no ·ense but
is vain and fatuous . Its extensive and sensitive di sposition s for g-radually incorporating adult converts into co mmunities of faith nowhere suggest that this process shou ld be regarded as the rare exception. On the contrary . from deep within the Roman tradition it
13
speaks of th e process presumptively as normativc .

Kavanagh argues that a norm ha nothing to do with
the number of times a thing is done but everything to
do with the standard according to which a thing i · done.
This understanding of the term "norm" allows Kavanagh to make a distinction between normal as d finc cl
by tradition and by convention. Infant baptism may b
normal conventional practice as long a those who arc
engaged in it realize that it departs from th norm as
defined by the tradition. Kavanagh acknowl dge · that
tradition knows the baptism of infant · from early on.
But tradition with equal clarity doc not know one th111_g- often implied by the conventional frequen cy of infant bapt1~m namely that
baptism in infancy is the normal manner in which one b ·comes a
Catholic Christian. Tradition ' witness to th· bapll',m of adulb as
the norm throws infant bapti sm 111to persp ·ct1vc a a bcni.f{n abnormality so long as it i pra ticed with prudence as an u navo1dable
pastoral ·necess ity-i n si tuations such as the frail h ·alth of the 111fant. or in respon e to the came t desir · of Christian parl'nh whose
faith is vigorou and who c \Vay of life gives clear promise.: that their
chi ld will develop in the faith o f the ,hur h .
The data of ncithn
cripture nor tradition ca n b • made.: to upport infant bapti'>m as the
pa toral norm . But these sam · data lcarly uppnrt the practice as
a benign abnormality in th · life of a community whost· ministry

Dix , p. 31.

12 Aidan

Kavanagh . "The ew Roman Rite of Adult Initiation ." Studio
Liturg£a, 10 (1974 ). p. 36 .
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Critics argue that what would be gained by shifting the em~hasis to adult !niti tion far outweighs
whatever loss there might be in making infant baptism the exception r. th r than the rule.

rel{Ularlv f u c upon the vang- •lization . at(ch · i . and initiation
14
of adult of faith into their mid t.

To p ak of th abnormalit a b ni ·n hardl oft n
the indi tment which Ka ana h 1 vel a ain t infant
bapti m . That, hich i abnormal ou ht to b liminat d
wh r er po ibl . Extenuatin cir um tan , uch a
frail health are alwa r quir d to ju tif it pra tic .
Kavanagh a nothing about hm a pari h prie t i to
determine if the faith of parents i igorou enough to
allow the bapti m of th ir infant but it i obviou that
ther are enormou ramification in hi po ition for th
conventional practice of Christian initiation.
Kavanagh i convinced that what would be gained by
shifting the emphasis to adult initiation far outweigh
whatever loss there might be in making infant baptism
the exception rather than the rule. He regards faith,
particularly the experience of conversion, as an ~ss~ntial ingredient in the forms advocated for Chnstian
initiation. The catechumenate as preparation for baptism is to emphasize conversion and deals with the heart
as well as the intellect. Proclamation of the gospel is a
precondition for baptism and that assumes the capacity
for knowledge, assent, and trust, the three aspects of the
classical definition of faith. The paschal celebration,
which is the time and place for initiation, should be rich
in experience, including a full sensual involvement.
For all of these reasons Kavanagh cannot but conclude
that infant baptism is problematic in the attempts to recover the full practice and meaning of Christian initiation. More particularly, it is the lack of faith that is problematic. Infants cannot be catechized, cannot experience
conversion or the incoming of the Spirit, and (according
to conventional understanding) are not discriminating
enough to receive the Lord's Supper.
For the most part Kavanagh is rather vague about the
concrete implications for the practice of infant baptism
in making adult initiation normative, as the following
statement illustrates: "What the restatement of this traditional principle will do to the convention of infant
baptism remains to be seen, but it is likely that the latter
will not remain unaffected by it indefinitely." 15 The
chief criterion that Kavanagh invokes for whatever
changes occur is the unitary nature of the initiatory rite:
Whenever it is deemed advisable to initiate a Christian . regardless
of age. that Christian should be initiated fully and _completely_ ~y
water baptism . the "sealing" of confirmation. and fir t ~uchanst1c
communion . This should hold for everyone. although 1t may be
found pastorally more advantageous to begin the e~uence of baptism in its fullness so far as infants and very young children are concerned with solemn nrollment in the catechumenat followed by the
sacraments of initiation in full sequence later at ome appropriate
time. To do this is not to "delay bapti m . " It is to begin baptism in
14

/bid., pp . 109£.
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Th

r

m n bapti m into
mu t ha
uch a m mo
ular participation in th bapti m
from one own-a both a c rr ti
and an nrichment for all hi or h r ub qu nt a ram ntal ncounter."17 The infant can n ither xp ri nee nor r member
hi /her initiation. That fact (alon with th app al to the
tradition of the early church) con titute Kavanagh's
stronge t argument for making adult initiation normative for the church' practice.
Aidan Kavanagh is repre entative of a broad, ecumenical point of view that regard a unitary rite of adult
initiation (catechesi -baptism-confirmation-eucharist) as
normative for the making of a Chri tian. For example,
Eugene Brand, a Lutheran liturgical scholar, states
that "even if fifty infants are baptized to every adult in
a given congregation, the fifty are the exceptions both
theologically and ritually." 18 Similarly, Massey Shepherd, a noted Anglican scholar, states that "baptism,
confirmation, and eucharist are now proposed as a
single, normative liturgy." Such a unitary rite "points
to a new emphasis upon adult initiation as the norm." 19
It is not obvious why the significant gains that are
being made for the church's renewal through the revival
of the ancient catechumenate and rite of adult initiation
need to be at the expense of the almost-equally-ancient
rites of infant baptism and confirmation. The fact that
the early rite of initiation, including the catechumenate,
fell into disuse when infant baptism and confirmation
became established practices does not mean that the
latter should fall into disuse as adult initiation regains
the prominence it deserves in a missionary church. Why
not retain the values of both? The greatest danger that
I see in the current literature on renewal in Christian
initiation is the mistaken notion that there has to be only
one model for the making of a Christian. That danger
becomes more pronounced when it is accompanied by
another assumption, namely, that baptism-confirmationfirst communion all belong together in a single initiatory rite celebrated at the paschal vigil. If you begin
16

Kavanagh. The 'hope of Baptism, p. 175 .

17 Ibid., p. 176.
18 Eugene Brand , Baptism : A Pastoral Perspective
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If we

concede William James' point that there are a variety of religious experiences, we
need not insist that one model of Christian initiation necessarily prevail over all others.

umpti n it mak
en (at lea t in
hur h) t ay that adult initiation should
nl adult an participat meanrit of th anci nt church. 20
r
gniz
th problem cl arly enough
that pr nt Roman polity ustains "two
of m anin , cate he e , and ritual forms
alin ' of onfirmation." 21 The first is for
adult and ld r childr n the econd for children baptized y ar arli r. Th fir t is "antique and paschal ,
the cond medieval and ocio-personal in its stress on
growth.'
owhere i Kavanagh's bias more blatantly
obviou than in hi in idious suggestion that the model
of adult initiation i "antique and paschal" while the
developmental model, which was already well-established by the fifth century, can be dismissed as "medieval and ocio-personal in its stress on growth." In fact,
the rites of infant baptism and confirmation are as rich
in pa chal meaning and nearly as ancient as adult initiation.
Kavanagh insists on setting these two models of initiation in juxtaposition in order to force an either/or
choice between them.
The juxtaposition of two distinct sets of initiatory theories and practices cannot but affect them both . One might suggest that while th e
juxtaposition reflects the reality of the Church's position at present
and perhaps for some time to come, the more paschal and antiqu e
polity will , granted the fact of our being a Church in a post-Christendom world, eventually prevail in some form. If one is correct in
this assessment it means that the .days of baptism in infancy and
22
confirmation years later as the norm are numbered .

Why must one prevail over the other? William James
taught us at the turn of the century that there are a variety of religious experiences. In his classic study on the
psychology of religion, he made an oft-quoted distinction between the once-born and the twice-born Christian.23 The latter type is the one who undergoes a conversion experience so common in the revivalism of
James' day, while the once-born type never knows a
time when he was not a Christian. This distinction is
relevant to our discussion in that we are often confronted with a choice between a dramatic conversion experience celebrated at the paschal vigil and a more gradual unfolding of an identity which has its beginnings
20

The emphasis on meaningful participation is a peculiarly Western
concern. To this day the Ea tern church maintains a unitary rite of
initiation for infants as the normative model of initiation .
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Kavanagh . The 'hape of Baptism, p. 196 . That thi i pre ent normative Roman polity i evident in the fact that th e rites of baptism
for children and confirmation were also revi ed by th e Cong regati on
for Divine Wor hip by decree of th e cond Vatican ouncil.
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firmly rooted in infancy. I am suggesting that these be
regarded as two separate but equally valid models for
understanding the process by which a Christian is made.
An infant baptism-confirmation continuum sees the
Christian faith as coterminus with the life cycle and key
developmental stages as milestones in that life cycle:
baptism, catechesis, confirmation, communion, marriage, death. An adult initiation rite, on the other hand,
facilitates a conversion experience of the twice-born
type.
James talks about religious experience from the perspective of an empirically-minded psychologist. Though
his distinction between once-born and twice-born Christians is suggestive of the distinction between developmental and adult models of initiation, I would not wish
to rely too heavily on his analysis. A life of dying and
rising with Christ simply cannot be contained in the
category of the once-born Christian. As a theologian, I
would prefer to talk about the formation of faith, faith
conformed to the form of Christ, a form which no psychological categories could ever do justice to.
The formation of faith is conceived of very different1y in the two models which I have differentiated. The
classical definition for the formation of faith (knowledge-assent-trust, in that order) is implied in the adult
initiation model. A developmental understanding of
faith (by stages, as in personality development) i implied in the infant baptism-catechesis-confirmation
model of initiation. I have attempted elsewhere to mak
such a developmental view of faith explicit in a study
which has a particular concern for under tanding the
relationship between baptism and confirmation from
the perspective of faith formation. 24 Other ar al o engaged in faith development tu dies. 25 It ems ironic
that this should be happening at the very time when
Kavanagh and others would have u abandon th tructures by which the church ha nourish ed and ·u tained
the development of faith even where th re wa no conceptual apparatus for theological under tanding.
Part of the problem that w are facin i that th
churc;h has been u ing an adult model of faith t mak
sense out of a developmental pro e of hri tian initiation. However one may valuat the wi d m f it hi toric deci ions, the church d t rmin d that th normal
proce s of Christian initiation h uld b gin in infan y
and be complet d in a acrament of m aturity that am
to be known a confirmation. Th la i al d •finiti n of
24Th omas Dr g . elf- Realz:.ation and Faith (Mayw< d Ill Luth ·ran
Ed ucatio n A ocia tio n. 1978 ). : · particularl} the ch apt r on " Bapti m a nd Tru t" and" nfirmation and Identity"
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What we need is not a narrow initiation policy making adult initiation normative but better
theological models to understand the formation of faith in infants and throughout the life cycle.

faith which grew out of adult initiation make no n
when applied to infant initiation unle one talk about
proleptic faith or the faith of the church or parent
which i really no faith at all as far a the initiate i concerned. What sen e does it make at the bapti m of infant to say that faith comes by hearing (knowledge),
followed by an act of the will (a sent), and completed
by clinging to the gospel promise (trust)? It make no
sense at all, not becau e infant faith is impossible, but
because theologians have traditionally had no intelligible way to talk about the formation of faith in infants.
I think that one reason why so many are attracted to
adult initiation as normative for the church is because
their theology of faith formation predisposes them to
that choice. Take, for example, the statement of Brand:
"Let us state openly that the church n:sks the Baptism of
infants in the hope and trust that, as they become aware
of what was done to them, and as they encounter the
gospel in various ways, the response of faith will follow. " 26 Compare that to the description of faith formation in adult initiation, which is rich in experience. It
begins with the catechumenate which has as its purpose
the shaping of heart as well as mind in response to the
gospel proclamation. The whole person is transformed
in mind, will, and heart. The climax of that process is
the experience of conversion and a commitment to the
fellowship of Christ's faithful, all under the direction of
the power of the Spirit. Memory can treasure this moment of initiation in every tomorrow. None of this is
possible, of course, for an infant; one can only hope that
they will be made aware of "what was done to them."
Small wonder that adult initiation has such powerful
appeal.
It should be clear from this analysis of faith formation in adult initiation that a healthy, fully developed
ego is assumed on the part of the candidate for initiation. The purpose of initiation, then, is to engage this
healthy ego in an I-Thou encounter with God in which
the candidate for initiation is turned away from a life
centered on self to a life centered in Christ. But what
about persons whose ego is neither fully developed nor
healthy and who need some assurance that their citizenship in the kingdom of God is not dependent on their
capacity to respond appropriately to the proclamation
of the gospel and the best catechumenate that the church
can devise? Such per ons need assurance that they have
been claimed and named as God's children from the
very beginnings of their ego formation and that this
claim remains sure in spite of maladaptive ego development.
Only a developmental view of faith matched by a developmental process of initiation can provide the a sur26
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an
b innin

arlie t
to the

mation b
d alread th n.
mnm
of finding formulation " hich " ill d ju ti t
d cription of faith in it b ginnin . Th
ry 1 a t that we
can ay i that tru t i a ba i to th b mnm of faith
a it i to th b ginning of th p r onality that trust is
the foundation of faith and not, a th cla ical definition suggest , its cap ton .
What we need i not a narrow initiation policy that
will make adult initiation normative but better theological formulations for under tanding the formation of
faith in infants and throughout the life cycle. For example, let us assume that trust i the foundation of faith
and that the function of the initiatory rite for infants is
to facilitate a trustful response to the promises of God,
which are as absolute in reality as the infant fantasizes
the mother's promises to be. Such an understanding of
initiation and faith provides a basis for remembering
one's baptism that is as powerful a memory as one centered around the remission of sins and a conversion experience. The primary purpose of infant baptism is to
offer the assurance to both parent and child that this
infant is a child of God and safe in the everlasting arms
of God in the face of any conceivable threat, including
death. That's why parents are so concerned to get their
children baptized as soon as possible if they are born in
ill health. That's why the baptismal pall is placed over
the casket at the time of death.
There are many implications in this point of view for
other aspects of Christian initiation, such as catechesis.
To say that the initiation of children into the family of
God should begin when they are old enough to understand the language of that family, i.e., the proclamation
of the gospel, is like saying that children should be
initiated into their human family only when they are
old enough to understand the language being used in
the family, such as mother saying, "I love you." In the
human family a child learns the use of language within
the experience of community and not as a precondition
for entering the community. I see no reason why it
should be different if the family we are talking about is
Christian.
A child becomes aware of who he/she is as a child of
God within a Christian family as a member of that family. The language of that family, which includes the language of faith, becomes familiar and understandable to
him/her because he/she has grown up as a trusting
member of that family. Experiences within the Christian family produce the meanings necessary for undertanding the great words and concepts of faith. The
function of catechesis within a developmental underThe Cresset

The argument for two models of Christian initiation, both valid and efficacious though different
in form and function, is not intended as an argument against renewed emphasis on adult initiation.

tandin
f initiati n and faith i to u e the language of
faith t h lp th initiat und rstand who he/she is as a
child of
d. That Ian ag must make sense out of the
exp ri n h / h ha alr ady had a a child of God.
Thi i impl to ay that identity formation is another
stage in th d v lopment of faith and that catechesis is
the church' primary re ource toward that end.

III
My argument for two model of Christian initiation,
both valid and efficacious though different in form and
function, is not intended as an argument against the renewed emphasi , especially in Roman Catholicism, on
adult initiation. There is hope for the renewal of the
whole church in this development, especially as it relates to the celebration of a unitary rite of adult initiation at the paschal vigil which would involve the whole
congregation. I am also aware of the need for renewal
in understanding and facilitating a developmental
process of Christian initiation. I have already indicated
how badly the church needs a developmental view of
faith to accompany its developmental practice of initiation. Furthermore, an indiscriminate practice of baptizing infants whose families have no formal affiliation
with the Christian church is an offense which desacralizes one of the most sacred moments of Christian memory. Much of the recent criticism of confirmation is also
justified; it has not only become dissociated from its
roots in baptism but, in the minds of many Christians,
has assumed even more importance than baptism.
The renewal which is needed for both models of
Christian initiation needs to be undergirded by a recognition that each of the models is a valid form of initiation with its own distinctive rites and norms. To insist
that adult initiation is normative after 1,700 years of
Christian history in which infant baptism has been the
normal practice simply because adult initiation preceded infant baptism by about two centuries is not a very
convincing argument from antiquity. Those who make
that kind of claim are involved in a confusion of categories. The church has developed two modes of initiation in its long and venerable tradition. The fact that
adult initiation fell into disuse and that the developmental process of initiation became flawed doe not
mean that we need to choo e between the two or invest
all our energies in one while the other is allowed to
atrophy through lack of attention and u e.
Compelling rea ons are needed in order to change a
practice that has become traditional (infant bapti m as
normal practice) for one that i con idered to b more
appropriate for th pre ent (a unitary rite of adult initiation). The burden of proof i on tho e who wi h to
make a change. I do not think that the ca e ha b en
April, 1983

made convincingly. The church has had profound intuitive wisdom in discerning developmental milestones
and linking them to the formation of faith through
liturgical rites of deep symbolic meaning. We dare not
forsake that heritage in the name of a newly discovered
richness in the revival of the ancient catechumenate
and its climax in a powerful ritual of adult initiation.
Both are important for the present and future life of
the church. Both deserve the best that we have to offer
in scholarship and pastoral practice.

••
••

The Watch
(In Memory of Chico)

While you battled
shadows stalked the sterile walls
like ragged urchins after warmth
shrouding each accouterment and
at the door (closed to traffic
scudding by on solemn crepe) nagged
the plaque (In memory of) then leapt
to frame Gethsemane above your bed
before diffusing yellow-white in
corners (scrubbed/immaculate).
umbed by awe we
noted this and stranger things,
rearranging roses in our minds and
shards of courage into ball to
toss around and Hallmark minaret
instead. And missed it all.
When was it you declawed th tig r,
shed the bloodied rag and vani h d
through the window si nging?
When did shadows r ass mbl e on th lawn
to string up banner ?
Who blew out th can di on th

·ill ?

Only on (w call d in an ) claim d
you donn d r nity full-I ngth and
b nt (a n w quipm nt lam r d i1 )
to buckl gladn
on y ur f t.
I it tru y u l ft triumphant a
n \ anth m radling u ?

Lois Reiner
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Television

The Winds of M*A*S*H
Television Offers Us
The War of Our Choice
James Combs
It is tempting to regard television
as one-dimensional, offering us cultural fare from a single ideological
and moral perspective. Television,
the argument goes, is controlled by
a small and unified elite, who decide
what is to be on TV and thus make it
monistic. The "formulas" of TV
news, sit-corns, variety shows, soaps,
game shows, and so forth are all predictable and interchangeable for
that reason.
But anyone who studies TV for
very long cannot come to such a confident conclusion. Yes, there are
small elites who decide what appears on TV. Yes, TV formulas are
repeated again and again, ad nauseam. Yes, there are ideological and
moral messages communicated by
TV fare. But the television industry
-like the pop music and movie industries -is not that simple. TV
offers a wide variety of messages,
formulas, and shows, a plural universe if there ever was one. And
"really big shows" (as Ed Sullivan
used to say) offer something for
everyone.
Consider, if you dare, The Winds
of War. This eighteen-hour, 40 million dollar production of Herman
Wouk's novel occupied the time of
more Americans than any previous

James Combs teaches Political Science
at Valparaiso University and serves as
The Cre set's regular Television critic.
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The Winds of War and ~A*S*H offer different
views of war, and viewers can take their choice.
tel 1 10n production
Roots. In Februa
19 3 it a
mat d that more Am rican than not
watched at lea t ome part of WOW
Some were really hooked, night
after night watching The Whol
Thing. Other caught bit and pi ce
of it, like those who keep up with a
soap opera poradically. But the
audience was big enough to ju tify
ABC's gamble, and it probably insured that Wouk's equel, War and
Remembrance, will eventually appear on TV.
So what is the appeal? Many
things, I suspect. WOW i a bona
fide TV epic, in the same melodramatic way that Roots and other miniseries, docudramas, and suchlike
were-taking a Big Event, putting a
variety of identifiable characters in
the context of said Event, and showing how History and Politics buffet
the characters around, or how the
more heroic, or lucky, among them
outsmart Fate and survive the Sweep
of the Event. The Kinte family of
Roots somehow survives slavery and
segregation, offering hope for the
future of black Americans; the survivors of Holocaust make their way
to the new Israel; and the chosen
characters of WOW will survive
Global War.
The War of WOW is so Global that
characters breathlessly, and often
ludicrously, show up just as Big
Events unfold. Pug Henry globetrots to be in Berlin on the Eve of
War, see the Blitz in London and a
British air-raid on Berlin, return to
Berlin to tell General von Loon
what Goering can do with a bribe;
then here and now there, finally
winding up in Russia during the
invasion. The other characters face
the shifting Winds of War during
other Big Events. Ali McGraw has
her Polish trip poiled by Hitler's
invasion; John Houseman has his
art collection ruined by Mussolini·
and so on. Audience apparently
aren't bothered by the contrived
nature of uch torytelling, but all

i
riti iz d the docudrama Holocaust f r tri ializing an
ontolo i al
nt turnin
omethin of mamm th th ological and
ethical import into m lodrama. I am
afraid how
r that that i about
the b t, or wor t, popular t levision
drama can do. In WOW, the aweome weep of the War i reduced
to how it affects a few characters.
But that also reduces the meaning
of the Big Events and the real historical figure who are central to
those Events.
Hitler, the popular (and erroneous) rumor had it, was a house
painter; in the first episode of
WOW, we learn he was actually a
real estate broker, finding a house
for Robert Mitchum and Polly Bergen. The Hitler character comes off
as more preposterous than demonic,
with lots of fist-smashing and prancing and fits of passion. We get no
sense of why Hitler was one of the
most important political figures of
the twentieth century, nor any hint
as to the complicated politics that
led to the war; we get only the "madman" myth.
What, someone once asked, would
creators of popular culture, and for
that matter moral philosophers, do
without the Nazis? WOW includes
all the stock popular images of them,
everything from Casablanca to Hogan's Heroes: jackboots clicking up
marble staircases; scowling SS officers; rude and drunken soldiers in
restaurants; the obligatory corrupt
and calculating Junker who hates
the Nazis but serves Germany; high
commands in cavernous and ornate
chancellory rooms; convoy roaring
through cities. The azis' sole motivation and purpose i , as alway the
de truction of European Jewry.
The Cresset

Pug Henry is an admirable hero. He is undoubtedly Herman Wouk's idea of what
Captain Queeg could have been had he not become so obsessed with strawberries.
Th
r mam a always, perfect
villain , b th ophi ticated bullies
and low b or , who r present no
legitimate national intere t or aving gra , and who e culpability in
the tru le i unque tioned.
o amount of hi torical revision
about th origin of the Second
World War will erase the popular
Nazi. Like Dracula, the Nazis offer
popular audiences a way to exercise their eternal fascination with and sometimes secret admiration
for-pure evil. (The Russians, by
contrast, are surprisingly sympathetic- brave, determined, and funloving hail fellows well met who like
to drink and raise hell. Even Stalin
seems more that "Uncle Joe" of
1943 than the monster of the Gulag
of 1983. The Russian scenes could
easily have been included in Mission
to Moscow.)
Such delicious villainy, however,
has to be counterbalanced by heroism, and Pug Henry fills the bill
admirably. He is undoubtedly
Wouk's idea of what Captain Queeg
could have been had he not become
so obsessed with strawberries. Pug is
mature, conservative, and moral, to
the point of sexual renunciation,
both (apparently) of his speedy wife
and the blonde temptress Victoria
(many years his junior). Pug Henry
is in many ways a truly classical
American hero, renouncing a variety
of temptations to pursue his quest,
including power; he turns down
the Pentagon Naval Operations job
to command a ship at sea.
But moral agency is the burden
of an officer and gentleman dedicated to duty, honor, country in wartime, so poor Pug has to maintain
an exhausting travel schedule to
advise, confront, and hobnob with
the Historical Personages of the
War; to bear witness to the Big
Events; and to deal with the tangled
personal problems of The Family.
Henry-Mitchum weathers it all with
the stolidity and resignation one
expects of the Professional Soldier
Apn"l, 1983

a latter-day Lanny Budd who not
only sees It All, but always offers
The Good Guys the right advice at
the right time.
Pug is what E. M. Forster once
called a "flat" character, whose role
is to represent the correct social and
political virtues of his nation and
calling, and whose job is to witness,
to attend if you will, World War II.
If Pug Henry had been alive during
the Napoleonic Wars, Tolstoy might
have had him stationed at the American Embassy in Russia, watching
the Battle of Borodino from a hilltop to report on what's happening to
President Madison.
Wouk called his books on The
War "romance," a form older than
the novel. In the romance, imaginary characters involve themselves
in heroic events remote in time and
place, usually in some mythical
heroic age. Adventure, mystery,
love, nightmare all can be woven
into such a tale, making it a folk epic
that can be told and retold. Much
of the TV audience for WOW can
not remember World War II, so for
them it is now a Heroic Time where
Giants in the Earth engaged in a
Mighty Struggle of Arms for the
Fate of the World. No wonder contemporary Presidents and political
issues look so small to us by comparison.
So does a pop creation such as
WOW make us nostalgic for wartime? Do we yearn for participation
in a Heroic Time, when the country
was "unified" (yet another important
myth about World War II), when we
had Great Leaders, saw exotic places,
had something worthwhile to "fight
for," and experienced the plain old
excitement of fighting and winning?
Probably. If, as the more paranoid
among us believe, the government
is now preparing us for World War
III, then WO Wis awfully good propaganda.
If Wouk and WOW have a covert
message, 1t 1 that war i heroic, romantic, stop evil, i worth the ac-

rifice, is the fault totally of the Bad
Guys, and is endlessly exciting;
everyone should live through one.
As Patton told his troops, when
your grandchildren ask you what
you did in the great World War,
what can you say? Vietnam recedes
from national memory, and World
War II accedes into focus; now there
was a majestic war worth fighting
and winning.
By coincidence, at precise! y the
time WOW was breaking TV records, another TV event occured: the
final episode of Afl"A*S* H. M*A*S* H
originated in another time with another view of war-it began while
Vietnam was still raging, and war
could be seen daily to not be romantic, or heroic, or moral. M* A.,..S* H
reconfirmed what the 1960s began to
discover-war is bloody, unfair,
mean, and stupid. If there are no
atheists in foxholes, there are also
no generals or politicians. War is an
insane Catch-22 in which ordinary
people are caught in a less than epic
struggle for survival.
Pug Henry could never have
commanded the 4077th, nor would
Ali McGraw have made a good
nurse. The characters in ArA•S* H
have no sense of The Big Picture,
no vision of The Epic Struggle. Like
most soldiers in all armies in all
wars, their anxiety i about per onal
survival. It i only afely in r trospect that war acquire it official
status as a great romance. M*A• • H
is no romance: war i m y, p op]
get hurt and killed, and only drink,
ex, and practical joke reliev th
boredom, fear , and on tant pr ence of uffering. Can you imagin
what Hawkeye Pi r e would hav
advised Ma
thur r
ruman?
If WOW i vagu ly "prowar ' th n
NrA*S*H i vagu I 'antiwar. And
thi r turn u to our ri inal
thought: T i plurali ti and off r
a vari ty f m ·a
for a
gment d and -hifting ma audi n
many of whom hold a vari ty
tradi tory b Ii f and ima
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War is not one-dimensional: it is both exciting
and insane, epic and sordid, romantic and stupid.
can enjoy popular tal with different per pective . Many p ople reli hed both WOW and .M-A•S* H
and perhap they were right in
doing o.
War, like TV, is not one-dimensional: it is both exciting and insane, epic and sordid romantic and
stupid. So if WOW reminds us of the
majesty of war, M*A*S*H in residual will remind us of another view.
Given the choices of TV warfare we
have had, and will have, it boils
down to one's personal preferences.
It might also, of course, depend on
the war.
The war story, like other genres of
popular culture, serves a wide variety of psychic functions for mass
audiences. War tales let us exercise
our imagination and play with fantasies about heroism. They transport us to a world outside the ordinary and let us see one of mankind's
most remarkable habits-organized
and sanctioned killing in mass.
"Compared to war," General Patton
once said, "all other forms of human
endeavor shrink into insignificance."
WOWsays that he is right. M*A*S*H
insists that he is wrong, that it is the
individual caught in war who is significant, the war itself insignificant.
These competing themes have
characterized the war genre throughout its history, and they reflect the
mass ambivalence about war we have
mentioned. WOW was characterized
by one reviewer as "the ultimate
war story," but that conclusion depends upon what one thinks is ultimately meaningful and important
about war, the subject after all of the
war story. The ultimate war story
can range from Chaplin's Shoulder
Arms to Sands of Jwo Jima, from All
Quiet on the Western Front to Patton,
from The Green Berets to Go Tell the
Spartans, from ·WOW to M*A* S* H.
At the end of WOW, Pug has it
both ways with his soliloquy on the
hill overlooking Pearl Harbor. War
is evil, and people do die; but wars
have to be fought against evil. Is it,
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a ietnam v t ran m
wn
mpathie are e
much with
.M-A*S* H. Th difficult I ha , ith
WOWi that it i on the id of th
king and knight and not the
pawn .
one of the pawn I can
remember how the cynical and
frightened GI
portrayed in
.M-A*S*Hfelt. Pug Henry move in
the exalted circles of the mighty
who out of political nece sity treat
people, cities, and countries as expendable, and who exercise power
with the habitual callousness of the
powerful, getting people like me
killed. If there is a sequel to WOW,
one can imagine Pug dropping the
atomic bomb on Hiroshima.
Wouk's epigram to WOW is "Remember!" The question is, what are
we supposed to remember? Are we
to remember that war is heroic and
even necessary again, or that it is
evil and idiotic and to be avoided?
For me, what seemed ultimate about
the reality- rather than the storyof war was death and destruction.
WOW tells us something about how
we like to feel about war, but little
of the ultimate reality of war: a lot
of people die. From that point of
view, war is simply insane. That is
why for me the ultimate war story
is the Marx Brothers in Duck Soup.

••
••

Icon
Christ the dancer
leading Eve
like a harebell,
Adam like a 1yrehorned gazellesuch was the
harrowing of hell.

Sister Maura
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Bucking the System

Awake and Sing! Offers
An Instructive Failure
John Steven Paul
Thi wint r' production of Clifford Odet 'Awake and Sing! by Chicago's usually excellent Wi dom
Bridge Theatre i remarkably uneven. It would be ea y enough to
attribute director Edward KayeMartin's all-but-failed effort to poor
performances in key roles and to a
script whose language strikes the
1980 ear as quaint and artificial. A
broader look at the circumstances
surrounding Odets as he wrote the
play and a comparison of this production with the Steppenwolf theatre's production of C.P. Taylor's
And a Nightingale Sang . .. suggests
some of the difficulties inherent in
staging plays by this theatrical nova
of the 1930s.
Awake and Sing! is a compelling
drama-an inviting item for a theatre's season bill. It is a play about the
Berger family doing its best to eke
out a respectable living in the Bronx
during the Great Depression. The
work has retained its power after
nearly forty years, something uncommon for socially-conscious playwriting decades removed from its
immediate social context. Such staying power is attributable to the fact

John Steven Paul, who seroes as The
Cresset 's regular Theatre critic, teaches
Speech and Drama at Valparaiso University.
The Cresset

The Odets-Group Theatre-Stanislavski nexus is crucial to an intelligent appraisal
of Awake and Sing! by directors and actors as well as audiences and critics.
that
d t

ie B rger'
door p i d to put h r and h r family out on th tr t hould they fail
to mak th r nt payment.
Lik
a fi t, th
Depression
qu ez the v ral B rgers in their
incommodiou few rooms, pressurizing their int raction. Myron Berger' m ek and gentle con titution
pales in the face of hi wife Bessie, a
woman of prodigiou determination
who ha , by her own claim, been
forced to be both father and mother
to the family. Bessie's father Jacob,
a sentimental old socialist, repeatedly mourns the loss of his youthful
vigor and preaches Marxist doctrine
to his resentful daughter. Jacob's
son Morty, a genuinely wealthy
dress manufacturer, is a frequent
visitor, philanthropic with his nickels and dimes. The Bergers also
keep a boarder, a bitter disabled
American veteran with one leg who
makes a comfortable living from
the rackets. Ralph and Rennie Berger, Myron and Bessie's children ,
suffer the drabness of the life most
acutely and contribute most vociferously to the choric lamentation rising from the mouths of the Bergers.
In his sympathetic portrayal of
Ralph and Rennie's plight, the
playwright generalizes the conflict
to that of Youth versus the various
forces that tend to drain it of its vitality and enthusiasm. Grandpa
Jacob directs his invocation of the
Biblical phrase "Awake and sing, ye
who dwell in dust!" to the two youngsters as a clarion call. What joy there
is in the play resides in our opportunities to glimpse the potential for
the triumph of the young.
Odets captured the sense of vague
spiritual anguish and volatile tension which permeates the Bergers'
existence. The scenes when the
pressure is released in the teamy
blast of an argument are the play
April, 1983

mo t powerful. If the form of Odets'
language has not proved entirely
durable in forty years, its emotional
content certainly has.
Odets' dramatization of the general condition of several characters,
rather than a specific story, prompted critics to compare Awake and
Sing! to Chekhovian drama. Historically, Chekhov's plays are linked
with the Moscow Art Theatre, where
they were premiered, and the acting
techniques of its director Konstantin
Stanislavski. Not coincidentally,
Odets plays were written for and
premiered by the Group Theatre, a
theatre company formed by Harold
Clurman, Lee Strasberg, and Cheryl
Crawford and committed to the
Stanislavskian theatre aesthetic. The
Odets-Group Theatre-Stanislavski
nexus is crucial to an intelligent appraisal of Awake and Sing! by directors and actors as well as audiences
and critics.

If the form of Odets'
language has not proved
durable over forty years,
its emotional content has.
The success of Awake and Sing! in
1935 signaled a victory for Group
Theatre over the commercialist monopoly on Broadway and the beginning of a long period during which
techniques inspired by the theories
of the Russian Stanislavski would
inform American acting style. Some
of the actors in The Group, which
was formed in the last days of the
1920s, had studied with a pair of
Stanislavski's students. They offered the Russians' ideas as the ba is
of a coherent, systematic approach
to the actor's art.
Stanislavski had developed his
techniques partly in reaction to the
conventions of nineteenth-century
acting: emphasi on the haping of
the body and the ound of the voice,
focus on the individual actor or tar
rather than on the group and the
orientation of the actor toward the

audience and away from any distinct reality on stage. In his early
years at the Moscow Art Theatre,
Stanislavski trained his actors' talents and identities precisely on the
reality of the play; encouraged
them to concentrate on their characters rather than the audience; developed the concept of the ensemble,
that is, the group rather than the
star; and sought to aid the actor in
discovering and proj~cting the psychological truth rather than only the
physical shape of the character.
The achievement of an acting ensemble was perfectly congruent with
the objectives of the Group Theatre
founders. In the early Thirties the
collective response to the seriou
social, economic, and political problems of the time seemed to offer
more hope than that of the rugged
individualism of days gone by; o
the collective approach to theatre
art promised to solve what Clurman,
Crawford, and Strasberg aw a
problems endemic to the commercial stage. There were to be no individually shining stars ob curing
any others in The Group's con tellation.
Clurman-as he document in his
inspiring book The Feroent YearsCrawford, and Stra berg moved
strategically to mold a motl y assortment of actor into a group with a
common orientation and common
objectives. Months of me ting pr ceded the fir t produ tion · xt nd d
retreats to a umrn r amp in Ma achu ett provided opportuniti for
Clurman to d liver 1 ctur
n th
purpo e of theatre art and th pr blems of the cont mp rary th atr ; in
hour of tudio w rk tra b rg pr par d the actor
t hniqu
di till d from th
p 1, th

n
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Flushed with enthusiasm over the Stanislavski system, Odets wrote a play which must
epitomize the system to be a success. The Wisdom Bridge Theatre was not u P to it.
tage. Initiall th actor' cone ntration wa to b fo u d inward and
then graduall in wider and wid r
"circle of attention." The wide t
circle would encompas the entire
en emble, but it circumferenc
would remain in ide the boundarie
of the stage, where a di tinct reality
had been created. The illu ion of
thi reality, like a dirigible, wa
meant to be supported by an infrastructure, the ensemble, and lifted
by the helium of sustained emotional
intensity.
In 1935, the Awake and Sing! balloon flew. In 1983, at the Wisdom
Bridge, it crashed and burned. Why?
Several reasons, all having to do
with the fact that family drama is the
supreme test of a group of actors
and their director's ability to form
an ensemble and create a distinct
stage reality. The family organism
itself is composed of human grafts
grown together over time. The
theatre company which attempts to
resemble a family as organic as the
Bergers must find an efficient mechanism to telescope the growing-together process. Presumably KayeMartin's Wisdom Bridge Theatre
Training Center for the Working
Actor was meant to be that mechanism. The WBTTCWA(!) wasn't
efficient enough.
The achievement of an ensemble
can be thwarted by actors who are
mediocrities and by actors who are
virtuosi. The Wisdom Bridge ensemble was sabotaged by actors of
both stripes. Neither Ralph nor
Rennie seemed of Berger blood.
Rennie's aristocratic carriage and
diction and the stunning white forelock which bisected an ebony bun
of hair called the Bride of Frankenstein to mind. Ralph, perhaps, was
Bessie's brother's boy from Boise
whom the Berg'e rs had adopted? On
the other hand, Nathan Davis, a Chicago star of stage and screen, was
unable to dull his individual brilliance to the extent necessary to convince us of Jacob's status as an inte28

al part f th famil . Th r
ubtl and ir ni pitfall h r .
b tt r th pla wri ht n i
ute hi charact rization
mor likel it i that tho chara terization , ill t mpt actor to irtuo o performanc -the n m of
en emble. Jo ce Pe in a B
magnificent. Too bad.
ott Ja
a Moe
elrod: out tanding.
ore thumb.
Finally, it wa the
i dom
Bridge's inability to sustain a di tinct reality which downed the flight
of Awake and Sing! Flushed with enthusiasm over the Stanislavski sy tern, Odets wrote a play which must
epitomize the system to be a success.
The Wisdom Bridge Theatre was
not up to it. Yet it must be said that
ripples of Odets' muscular power
reached us nonetheless.
Cecil P. Taylor's And a Nightingale
Sang .. . shares a number of similarities with Awake and Sing! The Bergers are waiting out the Depression;
Taylor's Stott family is waiting out
the Second World War. The Bergers
speak in the dialect and idiom of
Bronx Jews; the Stotts in the argot
of northeastern England. The Stotts
are a working-class family from
Newcastle-on-Tyne whose membership includes a grandfather. Like

mi.
Od
Ch kho
Ta lor
ightingale epiodicall in itin hi audience to
drop in occa ionally on cenes of
family life over the y ar 1939-1945.
Each of the play' ix cene i tied
to and introduced by a song (e.g.,
"And a ightingale Sang in Berkeley Square") sung by the father of
the family accompanying himself
on a plunky piano.
Nightingale i by no means a work
of major significance. Taylor tells a
simple, pleasant story of a plain
young woman named Helen who
comes emotionally, intellectually,
and sexually of age during the
course of five years. A series of delightfully eccentric characters comprise Helen's family: "The Saint"
(her mother), "The Old Soldier"
(her sister, Joyce). Joyce rushes a
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We should not expect productions of Awake and Sing!
to fail, but we should not be surprised when they do.

ivil
m
an ard nt if nai pr p n nt of the Communi t lab r m
m nt· randdad
tri
t mak a h m for him elf,
fir ·t with n dau ht r , then anoth r and finally in a place of his
own· M m look anxiou 1y after
th oul of h r If and tho e of her
childr n; and Helen fall in love
with a oldi r who vi its when on
leave. By th time Helen learns that
her oldier is a married man with a
family, he is confident and mature
enough to tell him ensibly and sensitively to go back to his wife.
Like Taylor, the Steppenwolf
theatre's production of Nightingale
is inspired by Brechtian form. The
effect of Brecht's ideas on the twentieth-century realistic theatre was
that of opening a shuttered window
(or knocking down a fourth wall).
Brecht assaulted Stanislavskian illusionism; he invited his audiences to
be spectators rather than voyeurs,
to look shamelessly into a paneless
picture window and to see what was
going on. Further, Brecht instructed
his actors to lean out the window
and make contact with their audiences. With the window open, fresh
air blows through and disperses the
claustrophobic pall which hangs
over many intensely internalized
ensemble productions.
C. P. Taylor indicates his commitment to Brechtian theatricality in
stage directions which instruct actors to play "to the audience." As
narrator, Helen (lovingly played by
Joan Allen) establishes a personal
relationship with the audience-a
relationship that does no harm to
the believability of her relationships
with other members of the ensemble. ·
The Steppenwolf production continuously reinforce overt actoraudience contact. As Helen peaks
to the audience for example, the
other members of the ensemble apApril, 1983
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pear on tage as an audience and
watch her performance with obvious
appreciat10n. Other scenes and
other actors are similarly appreciated at other times during the
evening.
The Steppenwolf theatre, certain1y the most accomplished ensemble
to be found in Chicago, publishes
in each program a statement of its
principles. One of these is its commitment to a collective approach to
dramatic art "based on the tenets of
other great ensembles such as the
Royal Shakespeare Company and
the Moscow Art Theatre." In invoking the name of Stanislavski's theatre, Steppenwolf aligns itself with
the spirit of creativity, scholarship,
reflection, innovation, and progress
in theatre art.
Compared with Nightingale, Awake
and Sing! seems a witness to the arrested development of the Stanislavski system in the American theatre. The Group Theatre had extracted what it wanted from that system, then in an early phase of its
evolution in the Russian director's
mind, and Odets wrote a play based
on those extractions.
If there can be a successful production of Awake and Sing! it will
only result from an extended ensemble process like that of the Moscow Art and the Group Theatre
whose actors worked with one another for years. Perhaps the Steppenwolf ensemble - now in the fifth
year of its existence -could give us
a meaningful production of Odets'
play. Perhaps the system could inhibit even their special creativity.
All this js not to say that part of
the Stanislavski system are not very
useful to professional actors, nor
would I say that Awake and Sing! is
not a play of power and uh tance.
Rather, it is a work born of a total
theatre aesthetic that i now well out
of date. We should not nece arily
expect production of Awake and
Sing! to fail, but neither hould w
be urpri ed when the d
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Of Cities
And Sentences
Charles Vandersee
Dear Editor:
It was just twenty years ago, early
in the summer of 1963, that I drove
across the country from Los Angeles
to live in Boston for two months.
The city immediately became for
me what it still remains, the most
appealing and interesting metropolis in the country.
I admit that this judgment is based
on no real comparison. The citi
to compete with it, San Franci co
and New Orleans, I hav only vi ited, and one does not know a ity
without living in it, prefera bl y for
at least on easonal ycle of twelve
month . Chicago I had e n at all
season , having grown up near th r ,
and ew York i a city I hav alway
done inju tice to, ncv r havin liv d
there and
ldom having f It u ceptibl to it undeniabl allur ment.
Lo Ang le I kn w
year whil in graduat
-odd a it ound to D

harl
and r
grew up m the
region of Indiana west of Valparaiso
and has poems this spn·ng in Ir m
d
and the
rgia R
2

fall in love with it, but it did not take
long to develop a great affection for
it.
What I liked least, however wa
that everything made sense. From
Westwood Village you could within
a few blocks get on Wilshire Boulevard or Olympic Boulevard or Santa Monica Boulevard and fifteen
miles later be downtown. You could
get on any freeway and know by the
big green signs the next three exits.
You could take the Coast Highway
or the Valley route north, and you
would wind up in San Francisco for
sure. You could not possibly get lost;
if you felt lost, you looked around
until you saw the land slope upward. These were the Hollywood
Hills. If you drove in their direction you were pretty soon high
enough to look down and reorient
yourself. Geographically speaking,
nothing could happen to you in Los
Angeles.
I should mention, by the way, that
Los Angeles has an ocean. This is to
the west. If you end up there, you
sense that what you were looking for
must be back the other way.
The thing I loved about Boston
and Cambridge was that very little
made sense. Streets bent and disappeared. The Harvard Bridge
across the Charles River from Boston took you to MIT, not to Harvard. The Boston University Bridge,
when you crossed to Cambridge,
took you nowhere at all. The region
was full of "squares" that were not
squares at all but instead complicated intersections. Usually when
you drove into one you guessed
wrong about which way you wanted
to get out.
Since the Charles River rather
gently makes a rather definite loop
in its progress toward Boston Harbor, you would drive away from the
river a few blocks, mistakenly confident that by roughly paralleling
the river you could keep yourself
oriented. The · river would quickly
disappear, and you would end up
in a region of triple-decker frame
houses. And there is no ocean to be
seen.
All this I rather loved in Boston 30

the apparent di ord r that t k n
after a while th illu ion of in itability. It wa lik tacklin a f r ign
language or a great book· th r " a
little chance for bor dom and it
wa not po ible to imagine it in an
other shape. You could chart our
progress week by week. You ave up
on the conventional re ource street signs, compas direction ,
gridiron logic-and fell back upon
repetition, repetition cum intuition,
repetition by day and by night, repetition by foot and by wheel. You kept
going over the territory until it was
your own.

I should mention that
Los Angeles has an ocean.
If you end up there, you
sense that what you were
looking for must be
back the other way.
All this is pertinent, because it
helps clarify why I am a lover of
sentences. The sentences I have in
mind are not the terse, stripped sentences of, say, Hemingway, which I
doubt that he found in the calm,
tree-lined streets of his hometown,
Oak Park, Illinois. Possibly in Kansas City, where he learned to write
for the Star, he looked west toward
the severe plains, where, as Willa
Cather said, a tree was so rare that
people treated it like a person.
Also I do not mean the contrived
incantatory sentences of the writer
of our century who had a passion for
sentences. She speaks of this passion
in The Autobiography of Alice B. Tok/as, Gertrude Stein does, who grew
up in semi-rural Oakland, California, though her sentences, in books
like The Making of Americans, which
go on for pages of the most tedious
repetition, make you think she must
have wandered all her childhood
through the bungalow blocks of the
South Side of Chicago.
The sentences I am speaking of
are the complicated, isolated sentences that sometimes appear in
books without warning, as in Boston
your thoroughfare gently alters direction as you pass the edge of a
large apartment building and find

out.
James's
iall in hi later
thi . Th
xamples
r ar in book about
m

com from a book
in a ju tl famou erie , the state
guide publi hed by the WPA in the
late 1930 . The e book , still available in any large library, dispassionately tour you through the oddities
of the state. Their opening sections
give accounts of history, topography,
industry, and o forth, but the best
part of the book is the description
of what to look for if you find yourself in some obscure acre.
The tone is usually studied neutrality, sometimes even a severely
clinical composure, no matter how
freakish the landmark. In picking
up the Massachusetts guide the
other day, to do some legitimate research, I was diverted to Fall River.
There is in that city a large "rolling
rock" which the Indians found would
move on its base without toppling
off the ledge. They therefore exploited its unusual quality, persuading an enemy by placing his
arms "under a raised part of the
rock and then rolling it onto them,
crushing flesh and bone."
The sentence, however, that appealed to me greatly in Fall River
has nothing bizarre in content and
in fact nothing interesting except its
own rhythm, its own balance, its
own slow pace, full of caesuras, its
splendid circularity. Whoever composed it must have spent a contemplative few minutes, puffing a longsaved cigar, then knocked off early
in order to watch the sunset from
the bridge before walking into the
train station for the ride home. You
should let it unfold itself slowly:
The uphill approach to City Hall
and the heart of the municipality, through warehouses and
mills
The Cresset

whi h ar hit tur lly unimagint timulat th imaginato th drama in

but th
trict

nter of the bu ine s disolid and ubstantial,

with large tore , banks, and public building ,
mainly of granite, brownstone, or
lime tone.
No discourse of mine will persuade the unpersuadable, the KoolAid addict who can't stomach Campari, but I submit that that is 9ne
mighty satisfactory sentence. I would
go so far as. to call it a fine sentence.
The other one for today's session
is in a book about Chicago, called
Chicago, by a person who uses the
name Finis Farr. I would not call
that a particularly fine name; it is
just a trifle too much, like some of
the falsely elegant Spanish street
names of Los Angeles (La Cienega .
Boulevard, "the marsh"). But I am
glad to know whom to credit.
He is speaking about two Chicago
mansions designed by Henry Hobson Richardson; the sentence goes
as follows (and believe me, even if
you think you know how it's going
to turn out, don't wager):
Both plans influenced local domestic design for years, and an
observer can still spot romantic
Richardsonian detail in the
stonework of many a Chicago
house
in the kind of decaying neighborhood where old mansions seem
to be inhabited by
a race of palmists,
instructors on the electrical guitar,
renters of dress suits,
and sad-looking elderly person
who sit on the stoop all afterApril, 1983

noon in felt slippers and keep
large vicious dogs.
You might say-and this is a typical amateur error- that a vicious
dog could enliven any sentence. Not
so. The success of the way this sentence goes has nothing to do with
dogs. It is the Chicago River principle. The Chicago River has been
made to run in an unexpected direction, delivering sewage to lowlying
cornfields downstate instead of into
Lake Michigan, which Chicago
drinks. This sentence takes its unexpected direction with the words
"kind of." We all know stories that
get going like this, arriving pretty
. quickly in the tall-tale realm of Mississippi River boatmen:
"It was the kind of winter when
the ice in the lake was so heavy that
people had to hammer spikes into
it and tie gas balloons to the spikes
to keep the lake from sinking into
the earth."

The trick is to be
sparing. In some of Henry
James' late writing, the
sticky cienaga of his prose
makes a bare Nebraska
plain seem very heaven.
Jerry Falwell and Ralph Nader,
I'm afraid, would find this sort of
thing not helpful to the ongoing
struggle. An orthodox Freudian
would say that Finis Farr betrays
animosity toward senior citizens. A
certified populist would see Buckleyesque snootiness. But a sentencelover, untroubled by these matters,
feels rocked as if by a benign streetcar back into Thurberland, .a place
where insanity had the merit of
being accidental, a sort of loopy slip
on the ice, instead of being perpetrated vigorously by advertiser ,
governments, doctrinal specialists,
derelicts posing as academician ,
and writers of the social cience textbooks I have lately been reading
aloud, cursing sotto voce, at Recording for the Blind.
The trick, apparently, i to b
paring. Henry Jame grew forgetful of this. In some of hi late writ-

ing-I think of those travels, The
American Scene - the sticky cienega
of his prose makes a bare Nebraska
plain seem like very heaven, with
the lone tree the throne of God.
To test this theory of parsimony
I thought of a young writer, Mark
Helprin, whose work I admire. The
richness and precision of his prose
came to mind from a winter reading
of his book Ellis Island. l therefore
turned to the title story of this collection, dealing with a Jewish immigrant whose weird experiences in a
literally fabulous New York City are
not at all far in spirit from the adventures of Tom Sawyer.
I like all of Helprin's sentences (it
is hard to think of higher praise), but
found that indeed only a certain
few of them unravel, unfold, toward
a terminal epiphany such as the ones
previously quoted. Near the beginning, from shipboard: "We felt that
if we ourselves were silent and orderly, the sea would follow our example, and so mothers repeatedly
hushed their children, everyone sat
with a peculiar stiffness, and many
a conversation was left dangling
when the ship rolled way over to
one side and paused there as it decided whether or not to return."
It is some twenty pages to a entence of similar length and panache,
constructed for the purpose of depicting a classical American confidence man. This kind of character
so often sashays from th cen , l aving others to cope a be t th y can,
that we will just rever the ituation
here, ourselve exiting and 1 av
him on a nameles winter tr et by
himself:
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Some Thoughts
For Easter
John Strietelmeier
For years my wife and I have had
this difference of opinion on the
best way to get the adrenalin flowing.
She is a sci-fi junkie. Rare indeed
is the midnight that does not find
her shivering in terror over some
fictional threat from outer space. I,
on the other hand, am a faithful
reader of the Manchester Guardian
Weekly, in the news columns of
which I am constantly coming across
soberly written reports of scientific
and military correspondents which
make the hardest-core sci-fi sound
positively reassuring.
The most recent of these jolts to
my adrenalin was a review by Andrew Veitch of a new book from the
Oxford University Press entitled
Test Tube Babies, "a guide to moral
questions, present techniques, and
future possibilities." You know, of
course, that there are such things as
test-tube babies. What you might not
know-at least I did not-is that 150
of them have now been born. Researchers who enjoy working out on
the frontier are not much interested
any more in test-tube babies. They
are playing around with things like
clones, synthetic wombs, and hybrids.
You have heard about clone , too.
William Walters, one of the editors
of this book, describes cloning a
theoretically simple but technically
32

difficult. That i r all ju t n th r
, a of a in that it , on 't b t
long b fore , , ill b abl t d
cloning pr tt mu h at , ill. And
then what ? For one thin \ alt r
ay , it ha b en ug ted that p ople could produce don
p ecifi all
to act a organ donor . ince th
would genetically be identical , th r
would be no rejection problem in ,
for example, a heart or lung tran plant. Question: do you baptize a
child which has been cloned by a
parent for the sole purpo e of cannibalizing one or more of its internal
organs?
Walters himself notes an even
more practical problem which cloning raises. If cloning is to go ahead
on a large scale, it will be necessary
to develop a synthetic womb because
there are unlikely to be enough
uteri to go around. This, too, is no
exercise in fantasy. Embryos are
now being grown for more than nine
days. Soon they may be grown to two
weeks. At twenty-two weeks they
would be ready for incubators. So,
again, the theoretical problem is
relatively simple. What is needed is
an artificial placenta to support the
embryo for about twenty weeks. Admittedly this presents some technical difficulties. But the difficulties
are not likely to prove insuperable.
Veitch, in his review, saves the
real hair-raiser for last. He quotes
Walters directly: "In future it may
be possible to insert human genetic
material into an egg cell of an animal and so produce a man-animal
hybrid." Which invites us to contemplate a future not so much, perhaps, of rocket ships and probes into
deep space as of sphinxes and minotaurs and fauns and centaurs, pagan
monsters sprung to new life in a postChristian world.
Walter , incidentally, disapproves
of any research along this line. So do
all other responsible researchers
who have spoken on the matter. But
what one generation finds shocking

1t r

a
nm r 11
" uld b
mp ndition um rth of it '
b ut R b rt dward
pr babil1t1
f futur
ork in hybridization .
Ob iou l Dr. Edward ha a fairly
loft vi
of th human race a vi w
o loft that h would find it morally
r epul i to ' reduc " it to the 1 vel
of a hybrid with any " uh-human"
form oflife. But not verybody, even
in our day, hare Dr. Edward' view
of the dignity of human life or its
incompatability with other forms of
life. In fact , Dr. Edwards had better
watch his tongue. To some of his
tougher-minded sci en ti£ ic colleague he may begin to sound like
a Christer.
Speaking of which, suppose that
back there in the early youth of the
Church, when the most brilliant
scholars in the Western world were
struggling for some way to express
the unique reality of Jesus of Nazareth, who was so obviously a man
like any other man, and yet just as
obviously so much more than any
man-suppose that into their counsels one had come and said that it
might be possible to insert human
genetic material into an egg cell of
an animal and so produce a mananimal hybrid. Is it not possible that
one of those brilliant, God-intoxicated scholars might have leapt from
his chair and shouted: "But if that
really is possible, would it not be
equally possible for the Divine to
insert its genetic material (assuming
there is such a thing) into an egg
cell of a human female and produce
a divine-human hybrid?"
In which case, we might have had
a strikingly different way of stating
the doctrine of the Incarnation-or,
at least, another intere ting here y.
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